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Abstract
This research project explores ways to utilise public open spaces to be part of resilient 
framework in Auckland in the event of a volcanic eruption and the likely subsequent 
secondary disasters (such as earthquakes and tsunami). 
This research employed Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and consists of two 
parts: (1) identification of public open spaces that are suitable as natural disaster 
evacuation sites in Auckland Region, and (2) development of a design strategy or a 
model of multifunctional park that can serve as an evacuation zone or be part of 
evacuation routes. 
Findings from this research may also be applicable to other places that have high risks 
of disasters. The concept of a multifunctional park is to enable an open to be used for 
daily non-emergency programmes as well as emergency response programmes during 
a disaster situation, to make a city more resilient and prepared for the natural disasters. 
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With increased urban construction, growing economies, greater social harmony, and 
more people in the city, the impact of natural disasters on urban environments has 
increased. A livable city is a safe city. Greater attention should be given to the role of 
parks and green spaces as an integral part of the urban disaster prevention and relief 
system. (Li, 2014, p. 44)
2Chapter 1. 0 Introduction
1. 1 Introduction to the question
Auckland, for four years in a row, has been ranked as one of the top ten most livable 
cities in the world (CNN Staff, 2014). Auckland, with a population of 1. 5 million, is the 
biggest city in New Zealand and continues to grow. The ambition to make Auckland 
the most livable city in the world is one of the priorities of Auckland Council (Auckland 
Council, 2013b). According to the Auckland Plan, the population of Auckland is expected 
to grow by one million by 2040 (Auckland Council, 2012). This means the population will 
grow by 60% over the next 25 years.
 
However, due to its climatic and geological conditions, Auckland is prone to many types 
of natural disasters. In particular, Auckland “lies on the Australia tectonic plate, 300 
– 500 km northwest of the active plate boundary of the Australian and Pacific plates” 
(Auckland Council, n.d., p. 6). New Zealand is a part of the “Ring of Fire” (see Figure 1. 
1), a geographic belt encircling the Pacific Ocean with about 75% of the world’s volcanic 
eruptions and around 90% of all earthquakes dotted along the circumference of the ring 
(Auckland Council, n.d.). Auckland has three harbours and a scenic coastline. This is 
why living near the sea is a preferred option for many Auckland residents. Unfortunately, 
coastal living poses increased risk from threats of tsunami and cyclones. In addition, the 
region has a subtropical climate, heightening the possibility of bush fires, tornadoes and 
droughts (Auckland Civil Defence, 2011).  
Auckland is a city built on volcanoes. Although the special volcanic landscape has 
brought benefits, such as attracting foreign tourists and providing leisure for residents, 
it also brings potential risks. The evidence from the historical record shows that natural 
disasters, such as volcanic eruptions, do not always happen in isolation. For instance, 
Figure 1. 1 The location of New Zealand on the “Ring of Fire” (Mapmaker, 2015)
3the active volcano Mount Tambora, situated on a peninsula in Indonesia, had its 
strongest recorded eruption in 1815. The volcanic eruption was followed by a tsunami 
that caused the deaths of more than 4,500 people (Monk, Fretes, & Reksodiharjo-
Lilley, 1996). The great earthquake in Concepción was also followed by a tsunami. 
Allan and Bryant (2011) asserted that “the devastation of the port by tsunami and the 
collapse of the bridges continue to have an enormous impact on the city’s recovery” (p. 
38). Spotts (2010) reported that on the west coast of Indonesia’s island of Sumatra, a 
magnitude 7. 7 earthquake caused tsunamis on the following day, killing 113 people. 
Later, the island’s Mt Merapi erupted and the damage was uncountable. In the Auckland 
Civil Defence and the Emergency Management (CDEM) Plan, “volcanic eruption can 
also cause other natural disasters, including earthquakes, wildfires, and (given certain 
conditions) tsunamis” (Auckland Civil Defence, 2010, p. 4). Thus, volcanoes and their 
associated risks are the main concern for this project.
Response strategies in the case of natural disasters are outlined in the documents 
developed by CDEM Plan. These documents provide a comprehensive list of disasters 
that could happen in Auckland, as well as a variety of measures and suggestions relative 
to each type of disaster. Several types of natural disaster are ordered by degree of 
hazard. For instance, volcanic eruption is ranked as the most dangerous hazard among 
all types of disaster, and it is considered a likely event with very high risks (Auckland 
Civil Defence, 2011). The Plan suggests that people who live in the most hazardous 
volcanic zones (such as low land) need to avoid lava flows, evacuate and find shelters 
on higher ground (Auckland Civil Defence, 2011). The extent of the devastation may 
be minimised if people have multiple choices to escape from danger. Hence, a more 
comprehensive understanding of volcanic effects and sufficient preparation are needed 
in advance of natural disasters, in order to minimise damage.
Five phases of evacuation are outlined in the Auckland Evacuation Plan; these phases 
are: decision, warning, physical evacuation, shelter and return (Auckland Civil Defence, 
n.d.). Generally, in an emergency event, decision means the authority will make a choice 
“whether to order an evacuation or advise people to shelter in place” (p. 26). When 
the decision is made, the actions will be advised to the public by releasing warning 
messages. Then, people can move out of the affected area i.e, the physical evacuation 
phase. Shelter phase includes registration of people and accommodating evacuees. 
Until the “threat is no longer imminent the residents have safe access to the area” (p. 
26). However, “Long-term sheltering and temporary housing are considered recovery 
operations and do not apply to this Plan” and it is hard to find where people can go when 
natural disasters occur in other documents (p. 26). Based on a conversation with a 
manager of Auckland Civil Defence, there is a list of public open spaces that potentially 
served as shelter areas although this is not public information. However, they are 
looking for more possible sites (A manager of Civil Defence, personal communication, 
May 14, 2015).
   
1. 2 Research question
The research question for this study is: How can open spaces be designed so they can 
act as evacuation sites in the case of a volcanic eruption in Auckland?
41. 3 Aims
The aim of this study is to investigate some public open spaces that might potentially be 
used as evacuation locations in Auckland. Specific aims are to:
• Develop criteria to define what makes a place suitable for evacuation from a 
volcanic eruption. Secondary hazards of earthquakes and tsunami that possibly resulted 
from volcanic eruption will be considered.
• Explore the potentially increased role of public open spaces in disaster prevention 
and identify the functions of open space approaches in disaster relief.
• Design a sample site with functions tested in both disaster contexts and daily use.
• Posit the sample site as a disaster relief site within an evacuation network system 
consisting of all the possible safe sites that can gather people or become part of an 
evacuation route. 
1. 4 Methods
The methods for this study consist of two parts (see Figure 1. 2): (1) identifying public 
open spaces that potentially suitable for use as natural disaster relief sites in the 
Auckland Region; and (2) developing a design strategy for one of these spaces in order 
to increase its capacity and appropriateness for use during an evacuation. The main 
activities comprising each part are as follows:
The first investigation was most relying on GIS analysis and includes two sets 
of criteria and two tests. Identifying a reliable potential site was the first step, but 
the criteria were the key to decide what makes a site suitable. Combined literature 
research on features and hazards of volcano itself in the Auckland Volcanic Field 
and the experiences in historical cases, two different criteria were carried out and put 
into tests by applying GIS analysis. Test A tried to identify public open spaces within 
Auckland but out of volcanic danger zones though analysis of historic volcanic cones. 
Test B developed the criteria and summarised the needs from historical experience and 
relevant regulations. Potential evacuation sites were identified from the experiment in 
Test B.
Another investigation explores the methods of how a potential site could be 
designed as a disaster relief area on one of the identified sites. Different methods 
were applied into test site. It involves interview, case studies, site analysis, site 
design and capacity evaluation. A conversation with a manager in Civil Defence 
provided feedbacks about previous step of site selection and further suggestions of 
opportunities and constrains as design in local contexts. A review of relevant case 
studies offered examples of emergency functions that has already been applied into 
open spaces from other countries. By combining all these valuable resources with 
the results from the test site analysis, the test site was a sample of interpretation with 
inclusion of flexible use during both emergency and non-emergency situations. Finally, 
the basic living needs from Sphere Handbook 2011 was used to evaluate the capacity 
of the test site.
51. 5 Thesis outline 
Research Question
Volcanic disaster Open spaces
Site selection
Sample site design
Initial Criteria for 
identifying safe sites
GIS mapping
Test A
Developed Criteria for 
identifying possible sites
GIS mapping
Test B
Collect information from 
interview
Case studies
Site analysis
Test design
Evaluation
Five sample sites
Figure 1. 2 Thesis structure
This thesis will address the aforementioned research question through discussion in the remaining eight 
chapters. The next chapter of this discussion provides the rationale for utilising parks during a disaster 
event. The literature research illustrates how parks have played different roles in many countries at 
different times. Also, the basic behaviours of volcanoes’ feature and predicted impacts in Auckland are 
demonstrated. Initial criteria and research ideals will be discussed. Chapter 3 explains the process of 
site selection with the majority of the criteria analysis based on the Geographical Information System 
(GIS). Chapter 4 outlines the legislative and policy framework in Auckland from a recently released plan1 
and a conversation with a manager of Civil Defence. Chapter 5 compares disaster prevention systems 
in two different countries, China and Japan. A case study was used to simulate the conducting of the 
emergency programmes on the test site. Chapter 6 involves the three different methods of site analysis: 
site background, soft data analysis and hard data analysis. Chapter 7 explains the design concept 
principle and design moves. The emergency programmes are applied to the sample site. In Chapter 8, 
the master plan and detailed design are given, and the capacity of the site is evaluated according to the 
basic needs identified in the Sphere Handbook 2011. The final chapter is the conclusion, which sums up 
the work done and the findings of this research, as well conclusions for this research.
1  My research started in June 2014; the Auckland Emergency Management Plan was published in April 2015.
As open spaces have been used in disaster relief in other countries, a question arises: 
can open spaces be used as shelter locations in the event of a volcanic eruption? 
As outlined in the following paragraph, quantitative research has explored the role of 
open space in disaster relief. But, understanding the volcanic character of Auckland, 
especially the Auckland volcanic field (AVF) is important as the initial set of criteria is 
based on the impacts and experiences of other cases of volcanic eruptions. In addition, 
GIS mapping is a powerful tool that has been applied into disaster response; it will help 
to identify the criteria in determining the potential sites.
8Chapter 2. 0 Rationale
2. 1 Roles of public open spaces
Public open spaces, disasters and new materials 
Historically, public open spaces have been used as shelters and disaster relief spaces 
in the case of natural disasters. It is a natural and logical reaction of people who flee 
from danger to choose open spaces for shelter. For example, in 1906, a 7. 7 magnitude 
earthquake occurred in San Francisco, and people fled to parks, open spaces and 
city streets (see Figure 2. 1). Even though the parks were not designed as evacuation 
spaces, they served this function well (Allan & Bryant, 2011). In 2000, after an 8. 8 
magnitude earthquake in Concepción, which is located on the coast of Chile, people 
also chose parks on hills and the sides of roads as places to escape to, as Figure 2.2 
shows. These spaces became quickly overcrowded because of the shortage of open 
spaces (Quintana-Gallo & Smith, 2011). 
Landscape architects and architects have recently become interested in the role of 
public open spaces in the aftermath of disasters. Recent landscape architectural 
research focuses on design techniques of building temporary shelters in public open 
spaces that serve as spaces for temporary evacuation. One example is the work of 
Shigeru Ban (2013), who has designed emergency shelters that can be built from 
cardboard. These shelters have been often used in various emergency situations. In an 
Figure 2. 1 Adaptation after the 1906 
earthquake in San Francisco (Allan & 
Bryant, 2011, p. 37)
Figure 2. 2 People afraid of a possible 
tsunami camp in Talcahuano, southern 
Chile, Sunday, Feb. 28, 2010. An 
8.8-magnitude earthquake struck 
central Chile early Saturday. (Marquez, 
2010)  
9example from 1999, he used local materials to build shelters after the big earthquake in Turkey. In Sri 
Lanka, after the Sumatra earthquake and tsunami in 2004, Islamic fishermen’s villages were rebuilt in a 
similar way. After the 2008 strong earthquake in Wenchuan China, this technique was implemented to 
rebuild 9 classrooms of over 500 square metres in order to bring a ruined school back to life. The rebuild 
process took less than a week because of the efficiency and the short time frame offered by these new 
techniques. Figure 3. 1 shows the transitional cardboard Cathedral in Christchurch, New Zealand, which 
was made in the aftermath of the earthquakes in 2012 and it was designed to shelter about 700 people. 
Another case illustrated in Figure 3. 2 is the Library and Community Centre in Shuanghe Village, China. 
Further examples of landscape architect research into the role of public open spaces in terms of disaster 
relief will be given in Chapter Five.
Disaster prevention parks worldwide
It is important to use urban parks for evacuation sites during natural disasters. Design strategies of how 
parks can be used as evacuation spaces have been implemented in many other countries. For example, 
in the case of Taiwan, schools and parks were suggested as shelters for people after earthquakes, as 
the ability to access evacuation destinations is seen as the most important factor (“Zhubei city installs 
GIS…,” 2012). In many cities in China, using parks as disaster relief spaces has been built into policy. 
Cheng Du Disaster Prevention Park is a successful example. The authorities planned to build 1000 
shelters in the city centre in order to increase the resilience of the city (Ye & Fu, 2013). Japan is also 
prone to devastating natural disasters, and Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park in Tokyo is one example of 
a similar Japanese response. It has facilities for camping, shelters for gathering people and capacity for 
medical care (The Tokyo Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.a).
Open spaces in the Auckland plan context 
“Parks and open space are core infrastructure required to support the growth of Auckland” (Auckland 
Council, 2013a, p. 16). The Action Plan aims to develop more parks before 2040 to meet the needs 
of growing population. Meanwhile, Council is conserving and upgrading the existing open spaces to 
achieve maximum benefits from the different roles of the parks. It also suggests using roads to form a 
green infrastructure in order to connect the parks (Auckland Council, 2013a). From the plan, it is clear 
that in Auckland, people need more open spaces, and more resources could be considered to play a 
role in disaster relief, while all parks or open spaces could be planned and managed with disaster risk 
Figure 3. 1 Transitional Cardboard Cathedral in Christchurch, 
New Zealand (Shigeru Ban Architecs, 2013, p. 86)
Figure 3. 2 Library and Community Centre in Shuanghe 
Village, Yunnan, China (Ottevaere et al., 2014, p. 92)
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minimisation response in mind. Existing  parks and open spaces are valuable resources, 
because they may be redesigned to serve multiple roles in the future plan.
In the Auckland plan, one of the expected outcomes is a fair, safe and healthy Auckland 
in 2040. However, the strategy does not adequately mention about to respond to the 
changing environment and natural hazards such as coastal erosion. It questions how 
to manage parks and how to create a resilient open space network in order to cut down 
environmental risks. Though volcanic risk is not implicated in the plan, there is a trend 
towards developing the role of disaster relief in Auckland parks and open spaces.
Open space in the research context 
In this research, public open space (POS) mainly refers to five types of the green 
forms in the Auckland Unitary Plan; these are civic, community, conservation, informal 
recreation, and sport and active recreation zones (Auckland Council, 2013c). Given the 
current urban population growth rate, this research will focus on how to develop the 
urban public open spaces to meet the needs of the increasing population (Auckland 
Council, 2013a).  
2. 2 Volcanoes in Auckland
Volcanoes in Auckland (AVF)
There are three major types of volcanoes exhibited in New Zealand, which include 
cones, volcanic fields and calderas (Auckland Civil Defence, 2014). The features of 
Figure 4 Map of the 
Auckland Volcanic Field 
drawn by Hochstetter in 
1859 and published in 
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volcanoes in Auckland are different from volcanoes in other parts of New Zealand. Approximately fifty 
volcanoes are found within the 360 square kilometre area of urban Auckland, also referred to as the 
Auckland Volcanic Field (AVF) (see Figure 4). In contrast to the central north volcanic sources, the 
volume of magma in AVF is much smaller but is enough to form today’s central Auckland. Base on past 
experience, erupted volcanic cones in AVF is unlikely to erupt again, except Rangitoto which seems 
to have erupted more than once. Geologically, AVF is one of the youngest volcanoes, as such is still 
potentially active. 
Prediction 
Although it is said that volcanic eruptions are hard to predict, volcanic activities may result in earthquakes 
which may occur before an eruption, and so provides a prior warning. For example, in 1886, in the 
Rotoroa volcanic eruption, when the whole area of the Pink White terraces was buried in volcanic ash, 
there were earthquakes in the several days before the eruption (Christchurch City Libraries, n.d.). While 
the oldest volcanoes are Onepoto and Pupuke, erupted about 250,000 years ago, the youngest Rangitoto 
only erupted 600 hundred years ago and is still alive. Also, according to GNS Science (n.d.), AVF is like 
bubbles underneath the earth; nobody knows when and where the next eruption will happen. In the list 
of volcanoes (see Appendix B), the time of probable eruption is labelled in a column, summarised from 
a database and Auckland Council website. However, many eruption times are unknown, so it is difficult 
to identify any trend among the eruptions. 
Monitoring Methods
Volcanic activities are monitored using several kinds of technologies, for instance, visual observations by 
digital cameras on White Island; seismic monitoring based on the experience that earthquake signals are 
always produced by volcanic eruptions; and volcanic tremors monitored by sophisticated instruments. 
Deviations resulting from disturbing elements such as wind will sometimes influence outcomes (GNS 
Science, n.d.). This data is most helpful for studying the behaviour of the volcanoes in terms of preparing 
for future eruptions. The monitoring methods will provide alert levels: once a life-threatening eruption 
occurs, “civil defence emergency will be declared and the areas at risk will be evacuated” (Auckland Civil 
Defence, 2014, para. 3). Although the location of evacuation areas are not public information, according 
to an interview with a manager from Auckland emergency civil defence, the more places provided in 
the event of a disaster, the better the disaster relief outcome. Therefore, monitoring will be an essential 
process to respond to hazards and provide up to date information to the public during a disaster event. 
Effects and suggestions
Hazards brought by volcanoes usually include base surge, ash and debris, fire fountaining, shockwaves 
from explosions, poisonous gases, earthquakes and tsunami (Auckland Council, 2014). Earthquakes 
and tsunami are considered along with volcanic eruptions in this research, therefore a comparison table 
of the hazards, impacts and suggestions of volcanic eruption and two possible secondary disasters are 
summarised for developing future criteria based on needs (see Appendix A).
2. 3 GIS Application
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are one of the essential tools for location mapping, dynamic 
condition visualization, and decision-making. 
GIS applications tend to play an important role in providing technical support in the aftermath of 
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disasters. In January 2010, in the Haiti earthquake, 112,405 deaths were recorded and 
482,349 people lost their homes. New damage assessment maps based on online data 
and geographic tools were generated as a timely response to the crisis. The common 
vector analyses provide support for decision making process such as determining an 
appropriate location for temporary refugee camps (Masó, Pons, Schäffer, Foerster, & 
Lucchi, 2011). Similar care is also mentioned that “establishing standards on the practical 
use of GIS in support of making decisions” (ESRI, 2006, para. 4). In the Indian Ocean 
tsunami relief project, GIS is described as “convenient and efficiency for the emergency 
responders since they could move between the databases and GIS environments” 
(para. 9). Rugged mountains presented a huge challenge to the relief team after a 7. 
6 magnitude earthquake in Pakistan in October 2005; however, ArcGIS 9 generated 
helicopter landing zone data and map series in respect of the existing database.
Reflection on the benefits from GIS mapping seems to lead people to think more to 
analyse and understand disasters. For example, in a case from Taibei (“Zhubei city 
installs GIS…,” 2012), responding to bad weather (typhoons) and the resulting natural 
hazards of floods and landslides, the government try to analyse potential hazard zones 
to mitigate the destruction. Evacuation from AVF is analysed by Tomsen, Lindsay, 
Gahegan, Wilson and Blake (2014), who suggest people “evacuate the danger zone 
prior to the eruption” (p. 3), and a model is developed by GIS to illustrate the evacuation 
demand and the capacity of the transportation network majority though the population 
movements and neighbourhood boundary types. Cassidy and Locke (2010) are also 
interested in the topic, and they apply GIS to understand more structural and spatio-
temporal relationships. There are some significant implications in the research about a 
lack of accuracy of vent points in AVF, and the complexity of the volcanoes due to many 
reasons, such as the fact that vents cannot be recognised from the surface. However, 
GIS is a fast tool that helps in identifying places that meet criteria on a macro scale, 
especially adapting to the time limits involved in an emergency situation.
Similar techniques have proved somewhat successful in response to disasters in other 
countries. Shortest path analysis, for instance, is often used to determine the quickest 
route out of disaster affected areas (Chen, Peña-Mora, & Ouyang, 2011) In 2012, 
SuperGeo, a disaster response GIS system, was installed in Zhubei city in Taiwan. 
Citywide GIS analysis can be conducted in order to identify schools and parks that 
are suitable for use in an evacuation. The walking routes for evacuation can be drawn 
on maps and evacuation area signs can be located on the evacuation routes. The 
population on each block can be calculated by the same system (“Zhubei city installs 
GIS…,” 2012). Geonet is a similar GIS system available in Auckland.
In this research, data collection and spatial criteria are the keys to generating and 
identifying the possible sites, but before creating the criteria, knowledge of volcanic 
activities in Auckland is the cornerstone of investigating the basic needs.
Findings
The needs in a disaster due to volcanic activities and the possible secondary hazards 
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of earthquakes and tsunami are revealed by the their impacts. Researching in historical cases provide 
information on requirements in the aftermath of the disaster. Base on the understanding the needs of a 
shelter site in an evacuation, the initial criteria are determined (see Table 1).
2. 4 Summary
Open space has proved a valuable resource in disaster relief. Although most cases were found in 
relation to earthquakes, there still exist opportunities to explore open spaces as a response to volcanic 
eruptions. Research into the characteristics of volcanic events provides more clues as to their specific 
aspects. The outcome of the initial criteria can be transferred to GIS data, and then graphically presented 
as geographic maps to displaying the positions and outlines of public open spaces in Auckland. 
The spatial criteria are further refined in Test B, analysis and mapping. The parks within the area will be 
identified and examined for their suitability to act as evacuation zones, and the particular parks will be 
selected and design strategies developed to meet the criteria.
Initial criteria for identifying safe zone
Proximity to roads In 2000, after an 8. 8 magnitude earthquake in Concepción, which is 
located on the coast of Chile, people also chose parks on hills and the 
sides of roads as places to escape to. These spaces became quickly 
overcrowded because of the shortage of open spaces (Quintana-Gallo 
& Smith, 2011). 
Proximity  to streams Emergency water resource.
Flat The land is flat to set up tents.
8km away from the existing 
vents
As Tomsen et al. asserted, “These are somewhat consistent with the 
primary (3 km radius) and secondary (5 km radius) evacuation zones 
in the AVF contingency plan, but crucially suggest an additional larger 
radius of 8 km should be considered in evacuation demand analysis” 
(2014). 
Within open space In 1906, a 7. 7 magnitude earthquake occurred in San Francisco, and 
people fled to parks, open spaces and city streets. (Allan & Bryant, 
2011).
Away from tsunami danger 
zone
“Volcanic eruption can also cause other natural disasters, including 
earthquakes, wildfires, and (given certain conditions) tsunamis” 
(Consistent Messages for CDEM, 2010). 
Capacity After earthquakes, open spaces became quickly overcrowded because 
of the shortage of open spaces (Quintana-Gallo & Smith, 2011).
Table 1 Initial criteria

It is difficult to overstate the importance of site selection when planning to design an urban 
park that can be used as an evacuation site when a volcano erupts. Site selection directly 
influences on the quality of design outcome. The process used to select an appropriate 
site for designing an urban park as an evacuation place led to the development of two 
sets of criteria. The initial approach aimed to identify safety zones in order to select a 
site. This is outlined as Test A. A second approach (Test B) used different criteria, which 
were developed in order to address the limitations of Test A. Test A failed to support the 
identification of suitable sites but did contribute to the development of Test B. Test B 
enabled the identification of a number of sites that were narrowed down to the five most 
suitable. 
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Chapter 3. 0 Site identification
3. 1 Database collection
Data collection is important and the strength of GIS mapping is to quickly identify 
appropriate land area according to certain criteria. When the data is applied to GIS 
mapping, data from different time periods will influence the outcome. For example, the 
boundary line is different from NZ 2000 edition to 1949. The most recent data the more 
closely display the natural landscape, the footprint of building shapes, as well as the 
location, and it also gives more accuracy when conducting site selection. The databases 
are collected from the resources below (see Table 2).
3. 2 Test A
The approach outlined in Test A assumed safety zones could be identified in Auckland. 
This idea was inspired by the behaviour of volcanoes in Auckland. Due to the small 
amount of magma in AVF and erupt singularly, there should be some areas not affected 
left for people evacuate in. Zones influenced by a volcanic eruption are usually seen as 
three concentric circles surrounded the erupted vent. As Tomsen et al. (2014) asserted, 
“These are somewhat consistent with the primary (3 km radius) and secondary (5 
km radius) evacuation zones in the AVF contingency plan, but crucially suggest an 
additional larger radius of 8 km should be considered in evacuation demand analysis” 
(2014) (see Figure 5. 1). In addition, Auckland council (2015) also mentions that within 3 
km diameter of volcanic vent, the lava flow will destroy any buildings and infrastructure. 
Also, Smith and Allen (1993) tested the site and divided it into A, B and C zones located 
Data Name  Source From
Volcano centre 
point
Unitec. (2014). Student/geology/Volcanoes
New Zealand 
coastline 
Koordinates.com. (2014). Retrieved from https://koordinates.com/
layer/18-nz-coastlines-topo-150k/
Mesh blocks Cencus data for GIS. (2001). Retrieved from: https://www.stats.
govt.nz
Open spaces; 
rivers; footprint; 
buildings; are 
clipped from: 
LCDB
Koordinates.com. (2013). Retrieved from https://koordinates.com/
layer/6156-draft-auckland-unitary-plan-march-2013-base-zones/
Transport 
infrastructure; 
strategy 
transport; 
healthcare 
facilities: 
Auckland 
unitary plan
Koordinates.com. (2013). Retrieved from https://koordinates.com/
layer/6156-draft-auckland-unitary-plan-march-2013-base-zones/
Table 2 GIS Data
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on the site of the volcano (see Figure 5. 2). 
Therefore, Test A experiment the existing cones based on this theory. The idea was developed to check 
if there are possible safe zones outside of the three distance levels of 3 km, 5 km and 8 km. In GIS 
mapping, all the existing vents were mapped by buffer tool within the area of 3km, 5 km and 8km radius 
zones (see Figure 6. 1 - 6. 3). The coloured area shows the impact level of affected areas, from dark 
orange to light orange. After union the three levels of all the possible affected area, mostly the affected 
areas are concentrated in the developed city areas. The remaining parts are the places not affected by 
buffered danger zones in the urban area (Figure 6. 4). Findings obviously show that only small areas 
are outside the three levels of buffered zones. However, the map extends into the sea and may be less 
useful as mostly people live on land rather than in the sea. 
This step is taken to evaluate the extending assumption as to how much would Auckland be affected 
by historical volcanoes theoretically. Possible affected areas and population calculated based on the 
result will visualised to show how much land and population would be influenced if the old cones 
erupted the same location nowaydays. Though these cones is believed not erupted again, there could 
be severe destructions because of the increased population and number of buildings that have grown 
FIgure 5. 1 Eruption hazard zone overlay (Beca et al., 
2002, p. 77)
Figure 5. 2  A phreatomagmatic explosion creates base surges 
which radiate out from the vent depositing tephra. The extent 
of the Mount Wellington surge deposit is defined by the dotted 
line. (Smith et al.,1993)
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over the time compared to when the volcano last erupted. Data on the vents were input 
to the GIS projector simulate the process follow which is shown in Figure 8, and the 
affected population and areas are calculated individually for each vent. One Tree Hill 
(Maungakiekie) is found the vent that affects the greatest population, approximately 
474,749, while around 63,663 people are theoretically affected by Rangitoto. Regardless, 
each point of a volcanic eruption would result in huge damages to Auckland city. For 
more details, see Appendix D.
Figure 6. 1 Three km radius areas 
within the hitorical vents in uban 
Auckland.
Figure 6. 2  Five km radius areas 
within the hitorical vents in uban 
Auckland.
Figure 6. 3  Eight km radius areas 
within the hitorical vents in uban 
Auckland.
Figure 6. 4  Areas not affected by hitorical vents in uban 
Auckland.  
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Complicating matters, a new volcanic eruption may happen anywhere within AVF. The evidence shows 
that volcanoes in AVF always erupt in a new location, except in the case of Rangitoto which erupted 
twice (Auckland Council, 2015). Because of this, although the places left in the map are out of the 
affected possible areas, they cannot be shown to be one hundred percent safe. Test A failed to support 
the identification of suitable sites but did contribute to the thinking of Test B, and the findings might be 
useful in other relative research.
3. 3 Test B
Based on more understanding gained through examination of historical vents in Test A, the area affected 
by historical vents almost covers all of urban Auckland, so it is fortunate that volcanoes in AVF are found 
only to erupt once at each point and that the amount of magma produced is small. Although Rangitoto is 
special in that it has erupted twice, from the geological map, Rangitoto is an isolated island not far away but 
still at some distance from the Auckland city centre. In addition, few people live on the island. Therefore, 
an eruption there would not seem to have direct impacts on public infrastructure. By considering this 
phenomenon, this question arises: can those places that had a history of volcanic activities in AVF be 
included in my plan? Interestingly, many historical volcanic points are present day parks, and they play 
a leisure and educational role in public life. For instance, Auckland domain (Pukekawa) has a museum 
at the summit, and One Tree Hill (Maungakiekie) provides a good view and is open free to the public. 
Also, to avoid tsunami and earthquake effects, high open spaces are good choices. Hence, these areas 
would be essential if they could meet the criteria and will be presented in the selection process.
In this stage, the criteria were re-ordered and more elements were introduced into the criteria (see Table 
3). GIS mapping helps me find places that can meet the developed criteria. 
MUL means metropolitan urban limits. It is replaced by a new definition of Rural Urban Boundary (RUB) 
in the proposed Auckland Unitary Plan. Both of them define the extent of urban development (Auckland 
Council, 2013d). The only small difference is that urban area in RUB is expanded a little bit more than 
MUL. In this research, the data presented is MUL. Urban areas are still the focus and the results in Test 
Figure 7 The workflow created with the ArcGIS Modle Builder illustrates a graphical environment in which different data sources 
are connected to operations and chained though outputs. The aim of this demonstration workflow is to check each point of 
historical vents that would be affect the number of population and areas.
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A are clearly exhibited. More population and land affected from the historical vents experiments and the 
possible affected area covers the city centre, which means it needs to become more resilient. All the 
criteria will intersect with the public open spaces. 
Moving to the visual map (see Appendix E), the first picture shows the relationship of AVF and the 
Auckland region on a scale of 1:60000, and it is clear to see that most historical vents are located 
around the Auckland city centre. Then zooming into the AVF in the MUL, and comparing it with public 
open spaces also in MUL, some of the vents overlap on the public open spaces. Thousands of open 
spaces are present in Auckland. Needing to be away from secondary hazards is a condition to cut down 
the number. Hence, the tsunami evacuation map is drawn according to Civil Defence. It is clearly shown 
in the map with yellow orange for the evacuation zone and red for the exclusion zone. 10.5 meters 
above the coastal lines is the boundary of the tsunami evacuation map in the text. After clipping out the 
tsunami danger zone, there are still thousands of parks. According to the Auckland Evacuation Plan 
(Auckland Civil Defence, 2014), a volcanic eruption would involve a massive evacuation, so the selected 
site should be big enough, with over 10,0000 square metres tending to be the minimum. Applying this, 
101 open spaces were left at over 10,0000 square metres, and 8 of them are historical volcanic sites. 
Flat level is transferred to the slope in GIS. In this research, four different values are given to slope and 
two values of POS. It aims to calculate the flattest places in the 101 open spaces. In Tables 4.1 - 4.3 
below, 0~5° equals value 5, while 10~15° equals value 1. The flatter the land, the more valuable it is, so 
the corresponding number is greater. Similarly, if the places are within the POS, then all of them have 
Developed Criteria for identifying possible evacuation sites
Range
Auckland Reason
MUL There are around fifty volcanoes within the 360 square 
kilometre area of urban Auckland.
Public open space Public open space (POS) mainly means five types 
of the green forms in the Auckland unitary plan, which 
are civic zone and communication zone, conservation 
zone, information recreation zone and sport and active 
recreation zone. (Auckland Council, 2013)
Criteria for potential disaster relief sites
Exlclusion zone See Initial criteria in p. 13
Big enough The vocanic eruption in AVF will result in massive 
evacuation. (Auckland Civil Defence, 2014)
Within open spaces See Initial criteria in p. 13
Flat See Initial criteria in p. 13
Roads See Initial criteria in p. 13
River See Initial criteria in p. 13
Sample sites choose
Transport
Structural transport
Hospital
Meet all the criteria within 3 km radius buffer zone
Table 3 Developed criteria for identifying possible evacuatin sites
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a value equal to 1. If they are outside of the POS, the value is 0. Therefore, 6 is the highest value for 
an area with a slope less than 5 ° for an area within an open space; an area of 5~10 ° slope and within 
POS has a value of 4 as a tolerance result. The rest are low valued and are not coloured. Comparing 
the two maps, the 101 POS can basically meet the evaluation criteria and they also meet the needs of 
access roads and rivers. The chosen POS have strong potential to become evacuation sites, and they 
listed in Appendix C. They have been checked in Google maps and GIS viewer, some of them have 
different name that was noted in the list, and several of them are bush lands so that they are might not 
open enough. However, most of them are suited and have great potential to be a disaster relief space.
To find out which sample site is most suitable to set up the evacuation plan, three more elements were 
Reclassified slope
0° − 5 ° 5
5° − 10° 3
10° − 15° 1
> 15° 0
Reclassfied POS
Within POS 1
Outside the POS 0
Suitable Sites
Value Reclassfied slope+ Reclassfied POS
1 >15° + POS OR 10°−15° + Outside of POS
2 10° − 15° + POS
4 5° − 10° + POS
6 0° − 5° + POS
Table 4. 1
Table 4. 2
Table 4. 3
Figure 8 Site selection
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added to the developed criteria; this included strategic transport which means it could provide access to 
the motorway if necessary, a hospital which would provide services for patients, and all the criteria being 
met within a 3 km radius zone. The final five places in 
the map shows the sites meeting all the criteria and 
within the 3 km radius zone (see Figure 8).
3. 4 Outcome and summary
Findings
Though five sample sites are located in different parts 
of Auckland, they are connected to the whole Auckland 
urban area by the motorway. Surrounding inhabitants 
could choose a nearby site in an emergency. Therefore, 
the capacity of a site should be known to see if there 
is enough space for the people in need. While those 
five sample sites are all larger than 10,000 square 
metres, some flat or steep areas are natural in each 
site. Therefore, when a site is chosen to be redesigned to fulfill the emergency function, site capacity will 
be one of the evaluation elements after the next step of design work. 
A table was created to record the observations from site visits. Many similarities are inherent because 
of the applied criteria, so the differences are outlined in the Table 5. Chamberlain Park and A.F. Thomas 
Park are both golf courses, so there is not much pavement inside those parks. A noticeable feature is 
that people are able to walk from the edge of A.F. Thomas Park to the motorway. A reservoir is located 
in the Auckland Domain (Pukekawa) Surprisingly, the Domain was once a military camp (see Figure 9). 
There are more than six access gates into Cornwall Park, the more accessible and mobility could be 
make the park more flexible to be use. Although each of the five options was potentially a good choice, 
Cornwall Park was chosen to be the design model due to the advantage of having many entries that 
point to the park. 
Five Sample sites
Name Area Vehicle Parking Buildings Trees Entrance
A.F. Thomas Park 45ha Outside parking + + Multiple choice
Auckland Domain
(Pukekawa)
75ha Inside ⁄ outside parking + + Multiple choice
Chamberlain Park 40ha Outside parking + + Multiple choice
Cornwall Park 172ha Inside/outside parking + + Multiple choice
Aucland Regional 
Botanic Gardens
64ha Outside parking + + Multiple choice
Table 5
Figure 9 Mounted special constables’ camp, Auckland 
Domain, 1913
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Summary
Test A was challenging due to unexpected findings, but it still provided useful information. Though it 
did not provide much help in this research, some of the findings may be useful for other research. The 
developed criteria made Test B very clear in achieving the aims of this research. Those criteria not 
only help narrow down the possible sites, they also evaluated the lands in terms of the ability meet the 
demands of a disaster situation.  

In acquiring updated information to find a solution for response to a volcanic disaster, 
an extensive research was carried out. This chapter incorporates new, relevant 
information from the newly published Auckland Volcanic Field Contingency Plan that 
appeared in March 2015 and outlined the planning arrangements for management 
of an eruption within the AVF. The focus of this publication is closely aligned with 
this research, such as site selection, and that both the plan and this research use 
criteria and mapping systems. Therefore, comparisons in the following paragraphs 
explain the similarities and differences between this research and the publication. 
The outlined similar ideas are good resource to evaluate the research, and other 
suggestions will inspire later design work. Meanwhile, to answer a question that 
was raised from the plan regarding any pre-identified sites for a new volcanic 
eruption in Auckland, which also arose due to the inconclusive findings of other 
government sources, an interview was arranged with the manager of Civil Defence. 
The interview provided feedback on the previous work and has given valuable 
suggestions for further design work.
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Chapter 4. 0 Related regulations 
4. 1 Analysis Auckland Volcanic Field Contingency Plan (2015)
Similarities
There are many similarities in terms of site selection. For instance, AVF is the subject 
area of this research, and the Contingency Plan (Auckland Civil Defence, 2015) states 
that it does not address “contingency planning for a volcanic eruption outside the AVF 
” (p. 3). This research aims to identify possible sites before disasters occur so that 
emergency management can make a quick choice to inform people in the aftermath of 
a disaster; similarly, the Plan seeks to “identify, strengthen and co-ordinate the regions 
resources and capabilities to ensure a level of preparedness for timely and effective 
responses to increased volcanic activities” (p. 3). In addition, volcanic age is shown 
by a map in the Plan, while the age of single volcano in AVF was also summarised in 
Table 6 in this research. In both cases, the hazard zone assessment tool uses the same 
scale of 3 km and 5 km radius from the vents. However, Test A (in this research) makes 
a similar assumption and experiments on the existing cones and was failed to identify 
safe zones. As the Plan mentioned, new volcanic eruption “is difficult to predict which 
areas will be affected until the location of a vent is determined due to the fact that an 
eruption could happen any time and in any new location” (p. 6).
Criteria Development
Site identification criteria are given in the Contingency Plan but they are different from 
the criteria in this research. Some site preparation requirements and desirable features 
are shown to be useful for on-site analysis, as outlined below:
• Access roads onsite, suitable for heavy vehicles and machines
• A maximum slope of 1V: 3H is likely to ensure stability
• Proximity to source
• Exclusion zones which include 1:100 year flood plains
• Wind direction will influence the direction of ash
These useful factors complete the criteria in this research and will be used in the site 
analysis in Chapter 6. The information in the Plan shows that there is a trend to seek out 
possible safe sites for people evacuation away from a volcanic eruption in the AVF, but 
such sites has not been found in documents. Therefore, the following question arises: 
Are there any sites prepared for public as disaster relief aftermath of a new volcanic 
eruption in Auckland? 
4. 2 Conversation with a manager of Civil Defense
A series of questions were raised due to the information in the Plan, and are summarised 
as several themes below. The answers were provided by the manager of Civil Defence 
who was interviewed. The answers given in the following paragraphs are not verbatim 
but has been summarised from the original conversation.
Possible sites for evacuation 
According to the conversation, in Auckland, there are prepared sites such as large 
stadiums and buildings which are so called “agreements” between Auckland Civil 
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Defence and the owners. Evacuees would be allowed to move there when they received the evacuation 
message released by authorities after the disaster. However, these sites are non-public information. 
According to historical experience people who might not be in a danger zone will go there no matter 
what emergencies occur, and so results in wasted resources. On the contrary, if people were pre-
informed about the places although these places maybe unsafe, people who go to these places may be 
in danger. Also, consideration of safe sites has to account for people already in those places. When the 
warning is given, the phase of shelter in place generally mean stay at home. In general, the authorities 
believe that people can be warmed a couple of days in advance of a coming disaster as the volcanic 
eruption generally comes with a little bit of warning such as a small earthquake around the field.
Similar part
Purpose To identify, strengthen and co-ordinate the regions resources and 
capabilities to ensure a level of preparedness for timely and effective 
responses to increased volcanic activity. 
Range Management of an eruption within the AVF.
Limits Only contains information specific to the management and co-ordination 
of response to volcanic eruption.
Findings of analyse affected 
area
However, it is difficult to predict which areas will be affected until the 
location of the vent is determined.
Hazard zone Primary: 3 km; secondary: 2 km radial zone around primary.
Evacuate locations need to 
consider
Road access, Potential secondary hazards, Health and safety equipment, 
Water supplies, Ruaumoko, Signage,Social connections.
Belief Consequences can be reduced by being prepared.
Differences New plan My evacuation plan
Method Prepare before disaster but set up 
sheter aftermyth 
Site identification & design
Contents focus on Hazard assessment framework-
public information & warnings-guide 
decision making around evacuations-
process of advice on hazards, risk 
and consequences
Prepare possible evacuation 
sites to acchieve quick response 
Defination of evacuation 
zone
Evacuation zone means danger zone. But in some part of this research 
such as prevention park, its safe 
to go.
What I learned
Registration of evacuees (could apply in emergency prgramme in design part)
Evacuation when people in 
home or school using kits 
(could apply in emergency prgramme in design part)
Questions 1.The fuel storage areas has been referred in the Plan in page 7, is there 
a map to show where are they, how many do we have or do we have 
storage for emergency?
2. Although in the warning message, a part said “do not return until told 
to”, but where do people go, is there any locations going prepared?
Table 6
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Storage
In disaster prevention parks in Japan, resources such as drinking water and food are 
stored so that they can provide one-week supply, but in Auckland there is no similar 
storages for such an emergency. Instead of storage, Auckland Civil Defense have 
agreements with large retailers to have prioritise goods deliveries when needed. This is 
because Auckland has a smaller population with limited funding. The challenge is that 
volcanic eruption is certainly a risk for Auckland, although there has been an eruption 
for hundreds of years. If they store these resources physically, there will be spent money 
to maintain, and the people might not even use them in a long time. Therefore, in New 
Zealand, storage of goods for natural disasters is not needed to take into account.
Capacity
According to the conversation, there will not be enough places if shelter people to best 
price place. 70% of the population in the identified unsafe area is expected to go find 
somewhere themselves; the other 30% need the evacuation centre. The requirements 
of shelter will depend on where the emergency hits.
Strategy of evacuation in the volcanic eruption
Auckland Civil Defence has published Auckland Volcanic Field Contingency Plan (2015) 
which is quite a new plan in response to new eruptions in AVF. For sheltering people, 
the plan from the Australia Red Cross is similar to The Sphere Handbook (2011), which 
provides the minimum needs for people living in emergency condition.  
Communication after the natural disaster
The app software in cell phones called Civil Defence, not only can receive alerts from 
Civil Defence, it also shows the users’ statues. In an emergency event, libraries and 
internet café usually have free WI-FI which can be used for connecting; people might 
get 20 minutes per day. 
Commences on this research
The manager of Civil Defence staff comments on this research in terms of the criteria 
that identifying potential evacuation sites and also give suggestions for further study. As 
suggested, for the criterion of flat areas in Auckland, flood plains may be mildly in winter 
should be considered. People want to be close to home after the disaster, sometimes 
pets are important, so the needs of family members must be considered. Proximity to 
streams helps to provide water supply into sites. However, most urban streams would 
be contaminated to some extent. In Christchurch, water tank were used. Water route 
using is potentially useful in an emergency event. Another option is the train route that 
can move a lot of people relatively quickly. A stop point on the southern motorway is 
considered if people are evacuating out of Auckland, the transit stops should be close to 
the motorway, and other sorts of features such as more security, more toilets, and social 
service agencies are need to consider on site. The possible sites should be flexible 
and close to evacuation routes, at least people can bring goods in to the sites. About 
hospitals, the manager commented that is the information has not been collected by 
Civil Defence. When an emergency centre is opened up, partners such as Red Cross 
and St John would be called. Who will or will not need to see the doctor becomes a 
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triage point; also the patients need a little bit of privacy. The manager suggests that there is no need to 
design signage for the possible sites due to the evacuation sites are not public information in Auckland. 
The challenge is that new volcanoes are hard to identify and there are no trends show that the direction 
of volcanic activities. 
In terms of this study, the idea of stocking resources was commented as being valuable, but that is 
probably something people would not physically be doing in New Zealand. The sample site is considered 
either as a transit point as part of an evacuation route or the final destination. People can choose 
a nearby possible site and if it is going to be affected, then move to the next site. This idea is also 
commented as a good idea to tackle tsunami, gathering people there and then move somewhere else. 
Tsunami is another big issue for massive evacuation.
4. 3 Summary
The analysis and comparing the Auckland Volcanic Field Contingency Plan led to the conversation with 
the manager of Civil Defence. A similar test was done to compare two different experimental ideas. 
Hazard test in the plan, although similar to Test A in Chapter 3, gives a warning system to response the 
volcanic disaster. Generally, this research has been encouraged by the positive comments of how the 
identified public open spaces could be a good response to tsunami and disaster relief. 
Several other ideas have been influential, but the research path was much clearer after the interview. 
It should be noticed that in New Zealand, stocks of food, water and power need not counted. Instead, 
places like big retailers, rail infrastructure, and highways will be used to analyse the contexts in order 
to evaluate the time needed to bring things in. Site accessibility is an important quality for choosing an 
optimal evacuation point. Site capacity and people’s minimum needs is suggested. Provision of safety 
and privacy in terms of plants and spaces will be answered by design details in the following chapter. 
Though the information about Civil Defence evacuation sites is not public information, the sites are more 
focussed on buildings and agreements with others while public open spaces are key for this research. 
The reason why buildings are not considered in this research is that secondary hazards like earthquakes 
and volcanic ash are the driving forces of building destruction. However, both the researcher and the 
Civil Defence representative believed that the more potential places identified, the more prepared the 
city will be for evacuation in a natural disaster. Both of us are trying to find more possibilities in order 
to make a quick response to a future eruption. The information of those comments and suggestions 
collected from the interview is significantly contributing the background in the following part.

This chapter explores disaster prevention systems in two different countries; China 
and Japan. A comparison was made to analyse the application of prevention parks 
in different contexts. Both are good examples in planning and setting up a disaster 
prevention system. A case study of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park is chosen to 
learn about the required programme for when in a disaster situation arises. The 
interrelationships and connections of each programme were laid out e.g., the location 
of site access and helipad space. Site design principles was explored in the China 
disaster prevention green space which are useful during the site analysis and design 
in the next step.
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Chapter 5. 0 Disaster prevention system 
5. 1 Definition of Disaster Prevention Park
Disaster Prevention Park in the Chinese and Japanese context is designed as a part 
of a disaster relief system. It does not mean prevention of disaster as such, but refers 
to the planned disaster prevention system on the park to reduce loss of lives. As Fu, 
Liang, Du, Wang and Chen (2008) mentioned, “they are public green space emergency 
shelters with disaster prevention function and disaster reduction provisions to meet 
citizen’s demands of amusement and recreation as well as disaster prevention and 
reduction” (p. 83). 
5. 2 Disaster prevention system
Disaster prevention green space in China
Since 1976, after a 7. 8 magnitude earthquake wrought serious damage on Tangshan, 
the Chinese raised the iusse about developing a disaster prevention system. In 1995, the 
China State Council issued the “Emergency Regulations of Destructive Earthquakes” 
which mentioned setting up shelters to preserve normal life for refugees (Li, 2014, 
p. 46). In 2003, the first disaster prevention park, Yuandadu Wall Relics Park, was 
established in Beijing (p. 46). 
According to Fu et al. (2008), the principles of planning disaster prevention parks 
are encapsulated in these five phases: the principle of integrated disaster prevention 
and overall planning; the principle of accessibility; the principle of walking distance; 
the principle of balance distribution; and the principle of considering both daily and 
emergency needs. These principles can be a good guide to the sample site analysis in 
my design.
Name: Yuandadu Wall Relics Park
Functions
Emergency evacuation command centre
Emergency evacuation zone
Emergency water supply
Emergency power supply network
Emergency latrines
Emergency supplies reserve space
Emergency helipad
Emergency fire facilities 
Emergency monitoring
Emergency radio
Disaster Refugee and Relief Urban Park System in Japan
“Japanese cities have periodically experienced major disaster because of the historic 
emphasis on wooden architecture, such as the Great Kanto Earthquake of Tokyo in 
1923 and the Osaka-Kobe Earthquake in 1995” (Masuda, 2014, p. 52). After the 1923 
earthquake, the Japanese government “established a revitalization plan for the sake 
of recovery and revitalization. The government initiated Imperial Capital Rehabilitation 
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allocated three new large-scale parks and 52 new small-scale parks within the City of 
Tokyo” (p. 53).
Unlike the Chinese disaster prevention system, it appears that six categories of open 
space have been divided by scale and applied to different time period usage (see Figure 
10). For example, the green spaces between dwellings and at roadside parks are two 
examples of green space types of smaller than 1 ha that could be used as urgent 
refuges after a disaster.
According to the Japanese disaster prevention system, the sample site I selected to 
analyse is over 10 ha. It can be used within two days after an emergency as a temporary 
shelter and the base for supplies and recovery. The site should provide sustenance, 
survival, return to normal life and city recovery. The question arises: what will be needed 
when a disaster occurs, and how should facilities for daily use be maintained? A case 
study from Japan shows the outcome of the interrelationships of the programmes in a 
disaster prevention park.
Figure 10 Disaster refuge and relief urban park system in Japan. Urban parks, as open spaces, play a 
variety of spatial functions during disaster events, in terms of rescue and reconstruction. (Masuda, 2014, 
p. 54). 
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5. 3 Case study: Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park
The 13.2 ha area of Rinkai Disaster Prevention park consists of two parts, namely, the 
national government park and the adjacent municipal park, and it is located in the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Area (see Figure 11. 1). It acts as a central base for disaster prevention 
as well as for tourism and education programmes in everyday life (Tokyo Convention & 
Visitors Bureau, n.d.). 
The facilities in the Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park are divided into 5 parts (see Figure 
11. 2).
Figure 11. 1 Tokyo Rinkai 
Disaster Prevention Park. 
(Tokyo Convention & 
Visitors Bureau, n.d.)
Figure 11. 2 The 
facilities in the Rinkai 
Disaster Prevention 
Park
The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park 
(park facilities)
Prevention base
Experience - learning 
centre
Entrance
Heliport
Multipurpose plaza
Radio
Two water tank
7 days food
Power
Recreation space
Locker rooms
Showering
Sleeping
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• Prevention base has a 
seismic system, which is 
connected through satellite to 
all government agencies via 
CAO’s Disaster Prevention 
Radio Communication system. 
In-house energy generators 
provide the emergency power 
source and 9000 litres of fuel 
are stocked for at least 3 days. 
Recreation spaces include 
personal needs like locker 
rooms, showers and sleeping 
rooms, and “during times of an 
emergency, a portion of public 
park facilities may also be used 
as sleeping rooms” (The Rinkai 
Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.b, 
para. 6). Also, 7 days’ worth of 
water and food are in stock (Figure 11. 3).
• Experience-learning facility provides people with a chance to learn about disasters in order to be 
more resillent in future disasters (The 
Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.c) 
(Figure 11. 4).
      (1F) The evacuation site
Tokyo earthquake simulation 72 hour tour.
It simulate a damage striken urban area, 
escape from the disaster 
      (2F) Leraning centre 
There are Information lounge, disaster 
prevention gallery, video hall, lecture room 
and window overlooking the operation 
room.
Figure 11. 3 Prevention base (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.b)
Figure 11. 4 Experience-learning facilities (The Rinkai Disaster Pre-
vention Park, n.d.c)
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• Entrance space 
It is the site for disaster medical care support services. It is between the headquarters 
building and Cancer Institute Hospital, and the roads in the site are well paved so that 
ambulances may pass. Figure 11. 5 shows the site support a time of disaster as well as 
daily non-emergency time (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.d). 
• Heliport
“In a time of disaster the helicopter transports seriously injured persons to a place where 
they can receive enough medical care, or staff and materials to the local headquarters 
for disaster management” (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.e, para. 1) (Figure 
11. 6).
• Multipurpose plaza/outdoor plaza 
Figure 11. 5 Entrance space (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, 
n.d.d)
Figure 11. 6 Heliport (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.e)
Figure 11. 7 Multipurpose plaza (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, 
n.d.f)
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It acts as a basecamp site; it “serves as a basecamp site where emergency response units for lifesaving 
or restoration and incoming volunteers work in a time of disaster” (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, 
n.d.f, para. 1) (Figure 11. 7).
Connections
Inside of the Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, the 5 core facilities that mentioned above are connected 
(see Figure 11. 8). In a situation of emergency, prevention base will provide functionalitites such as 
emergency centre, sleeping room, water, food stocks, power stocks, showers. The base is located next 
to the entrance space and the experience-learning centre. In the disaster event, entrance space could 
be converted to a facility for emergency medical care. Experience-learning centre provides opportunities 
to learn and be aware of the natural disasters in daily non-emergency time. Heliport is provided near 
an entrance on the other coner of the park. While multi-purpose plaza, which could be used as camp 
Figure 11. 8 Plan of Rinkai Disaster Prevention 
Park. (The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.a)
Figure 11. 9 Surroudings of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park. 
(The Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, n.d.a)
Figure 11. 10 Inside connections analysis Figure 11. 11 Surroundings analysis
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sites in a disaster, is near by another entrance (see Figure 11. 10). Overall, the Rinkai 
Prevention base is close to a hospital and many train stations, a green space is available 
on the opposite street, and two big open parking areas close to the edge of the park 
(see Figure 11. 9 & Figure 11. 11).
Based on the needed functions and connection analysis of the Rinkai disaster 
prevention park, a function plan that sumarised from Rinkai case are drawn in Figure 
11. 12. The Emergency centre is located in the middle, and the sleeping room is just 
nearby. Then the basic needs of water, food, power, showers, toilets and locker rooms 
should surround the sleeping area. Those life needs are connected, but the design 
Figure 11. 12 Programme layout of the Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park
Figure 11. 13 Programme layout adopted to local contexts
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must reflect reasonable expectations. For example, food is separated from toilets. According to the plan 
of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, the places that need to be close to the entrances are the helipad, 
income supply area, multipurpose plaza and the way to the hospital. The disaster medical services on-
site should be near the refugee camp.
However, in New Zealand, Civil Defence tends to work with food companies and make arrangements with 
them for emergency food supplies. Therefore, food stocks are not accounted for in this design. Instead 
of including backup power and food stocks, the emergency response programme for this research has 
included a criterion called “Kitchen” instead, to cater to the local requirements (see Figure 11. 13). This 
programme will be tested on the sample site in the next stage.
5. 4 Summary
The categories of open space are different for China and Japan, but they aim to design disaster 
prevention parks that can a reliable disaster system. In Auckland, although open space categorisation is 
different from those two; it could form special disaster relief system adapt to New Zealand based on the 
existing successful experiences. 
In the case of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, the park, which is over 10 ha, is matched to the criteria of 
being big enough in land area for massive evacuation. A set of emergency response programmes were 
studied and will be applied to the test sample site design according to the local context. The principles of 
site design such as accessibility, walking distance, balance distribution and consideration of both daily 
and emergency needs will be incorporated into the site analysis and design in the next stage. 

This chapter aims to understand the site from various perspectives. The site is 
researched from three angles: 1. general and legal aspects of the site based on 
the site’s historical background, current usage, and future plans; 2. hard data 
which relates to the site’s physical factors, and which involves relationships among 
the site’s surroundings (e.g., location, surroundings, contours, slope, circulation, 
on-site features, and climate) (presented using maps and graphics); and 3. soft 
data, which involves investigations of visual features and sensory experience, 
are the other phases of site analysis. To sum up this site study, opportunities and 
constraints will be analysed and some design ideas are expected to be proposed. 
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Chapter 6. 0 Site analysis
6. 1 Background 
Cornwall Park, the residuary estate of Sir John Logan Campbell, who is also known as “Father of 
Auckland” (Cornwall Park, 2006, para. 1), was a gift to the people of New Zealand in 1901. Now 
Cornwall Park, administered by the Cornwall Park Trust Board, mostly benefits the people of Auckland 
for recreation and entertainment. 
The site was examined using six aerial photos downloaded from the GIS viewer of Auckland Council 
(See Figure 12. 1 – 12. 6). During the past days, Cornwall Park experienced the exchange of building 
forms and growing trees, which have led it to become a renowned park. The earliest aerial photograph 
of this park is from the 1940s; in it, the park has basically the same shape as today. Major changes 
happened around 1960; the buildings on the map included Cornwall Park Hospital, which serviced 
people from 1942-1975. During that time period, there were more trees planted and two roads were laid 
out in the southern part of the park. We can see that in 1996 the hospital was not in the park anymore. 
Only small changes based on existing roads and infrastructure occurred from 2006 to 2010. Currently, 
Cornwall Park provides for “active recreation, entertainment and events, food and beverage, visitor 
information, education and retail, exhibitions and park operations” (Auckland Council, 2013e, p. 7). 
The latest movement of Cornwall Park is applying a master plan project from 2013, and which is still 
ongoing. The project of the hundred year master plan gives full consideration to the three different roles 
of Cornwall Park: the historical sense of Sir John Logan Campbell’s legacy, the cultural aspect of Maori 
and early settlers, and also the agricultural landscape of farmlands. It is expected that the inten
Figure 12. 1 - 12. 6 Aerial photos of Cornwall Palk from 1940 to 2010 ( Auckland Council, 2015).
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sive capacity of parks to provide more services for the public and visitors will grow in the next century 
(Nelson Byrd Woltz, 2013). Unfortunately, the full details of Cornwall Park master plan is not available 
to the public as it is not published yet from a Cornwall Park staff by email (May 6, 2015). In addition to 
this, however, Cornwall Park is mentioned in the Auckland Unitary Plan: the precinct area is divided into 
sub precincts that will guide the future development of amenities and infrastructure over the next 10 to 
15 years (Auckland Council, 2013e) (see Appendix F).
An interesting interaction found above is that in the historically built-up area, the location around the old 
Cornwall Park Hospital was planned to have more infrastructure added and would not be included in the 
historical heritage. This would be a good opportunity to show the area has a chance to allow buildings 
to be developed.
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6. 2 hard data analysis
Location and Surroundings
Cornwall Park is located within an area represented 
by two local boards, Puketapapa and Albert-Eden-
Roskill. It is 13 minutes’ drive to Auckland City 
centre along State Highway 1, and is in the middle 
of Auckland’s urban area as shown in Figure 13. 
1. Although Cornwall Park is centred on One Tree 
Hill (Maungakiekie), its governance is different from 
that of One Tree Hill; the latter is governed by an iwi 
collective and the Auckland Council. Although roads 
inside One Tree Hill are connected to the roads in 
Cornwall Park, the design of open spaces in One 
Tree Hill will not be covered in this research. The 
desirable features surrounding the site are shown 
contexts map  (see Figure 13. 2). As mentioned in 
the interview, larger retailers have agreements with 
Civil Defence to bring goods into an evacuation site, but the specific information is not available to the 
public. In this contextual analysis, Countdown and Place Makers, are found near the site. 
Figure 13. 1 Cownwall Park in urban Auckland
Figure 13. 2 contexts analysis
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Six points were picked to show the walking time of accessibility to local facilities as well as the time 
that needed to access to the park (see Figure 13. 3). Within a 5 minutes’ walk, people can access to 
the hospital and within 15 minutes’ walk, people can reach State Highway 1, Countdown, and railway 
stations.
Figure 13. 3 Accessibility
Figure 13. 4 Entrances analysis
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Access and Circulation
Cornwall Park has strong accessibility. It is accessible from Greenlane Road, Manukau 
Road and Campbell Road. Road access is essential to connect the Cornwall Park with 
the surroundings. There are 6 vehicle entrances and more than 10 pedestrian entrances 
in Cornwall Park. As shown in Figure 13. 4 - 13. 5, vehicle entrances provide access to 
heavy vehicles while walk-in entrances provide the neighbourhood with multiple options 
to access the park. Gate 6 actually belongs to One Tree Hill, but it is one of the ways to 
enter Cornwall Park and this road is connected mainly to South-West roads, so it is also 
counted as suitable for emergency use. All roads for vehicle access in the park made 
by volcanic stones.
The roads providing access to the site are analysed below. As shown in Figure 13. 
5, Gate 1 connects mostly to the northern part of the park, but is located away from 
Gates 4, 5 and 6; Gates 2 and 3 cover similar roads; Gates 4 and 5 connect to the 
eastern area, while Gate 6 has fewer connections. Cornwall Park actually comprises 
two sections which are divided by Green Lane Roads, so there are fewer connections 
between Gates 5 and 6 and Gate 1. Compared to Part A, Part B has less balanced 
distribution of access, with only one road for vehicle access towards northern area. 
In the site design, the researcher believes that with more access routes, the more 
chances there are for a successful emergency response. For example, Gate 3 provides 
only access route in Part B to northern area and connects the park to the motorway. 
A possible flood plain area found near this access route has to be considered. If this 
access route through Gate 3 fails due to flooding, there will be no evacuation route for 
vehicles through the northern area, so constructing two new roads in this section of the 
park will allow balanced access across the site. 
Figure 13. 5 Road plan and anaysis
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Parking
Parking space availability is one of the other interesting findings. Sixteen areas 
are observed and are summarised as five different types (see Figure 13. 6): 
open roadside parking, semi open roadside parking, closed roadside parking, 
circler open ground parking, and mixed car parking. The various parking 
spaces are unique when compared with those at the other four potential sites, 
where parking is only available outside of the potential sites, except at Mount 
Eden Domain where limited internal parking is available inside. Cornwall Park 
provides a big mount of car parking place inside and the surround residential 
roads offered more options to parking. In an emergency, evacuee can park 
their car at those residential roads where available areas for parking is the 
brown coloured line shown in Figure 13. 7. 1. The impervious areas inside the 
park provide the opportunity not only for heavy vehicles to maneuver, but also 
function as sheltering areas or helicopter landing zones when needed. For 
example, one parking near the Archery Club as shown in Figure 13.7.2 has an 
area which is big enough for landing small helicopter when needed. However, 
parking inside the park might create traffic problems in an emergency, so 
evacuees can choose parking alone the neighbourhood roads where many 
spaces are available (see Figure 13. 7. 2).
Figure 13. 6 Car park analysis
Figure 13. 7. 1 Car park near the Archery 
club
Figure 13. 7. 2 Neighbourhood parking 
places
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Roads
Due to Cornwall Park having a large area 
and allowing cars to drive inside, many 
formations of roads are comprised in the 
site. Figure 13. 8 shows the different types 
of roads in the park. Some roads have a 
green belt going through them whereas 
others are similar to small urban roads. 
BBQ
Barbeques facilities are special feature in Cornwall Park. Visitors of a maximum group size of 30 can 
use without permission (see Figure 13. 9). A suggestion is for these places to be also used in a disasters 
situation.
Figure 13. 8 Roads and roads’ sections
Figure 13. 9 Barbuque sites
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Plants
One of the suggestions from the interview is 
working on space. Three types of open spaces 
that enclosed by trees were found in the park: 
open space, close space and semi-close space 
(see Figure 13. 10). According to historical maps, 
various types of mature trees which have been 
planted in past decades are seen in the Cornwall 
Park. This research hopes to keep the original 
ecological environment, so trees are not going to 
be taken off from these sites. As suggested in the 
interview, the space feature mainly observed by 
the shape of spaces enclosed by trees. 
Farmland
Farmland in the park is an interesting and special 
feature. It is unusual in other metropolitan cities 
to see urban parks with grazing cows and sheep. 
Also, it is interesting because the park is located 
in an urban city area yet still keeps its original 
natural looks (see Figure 13. 11). In other words, 
they are valuable livestock resource in a disaster 
situation. The usual livestock in Cornwall Park are 
cows and sheep; other small animals are chicken 
and rabbits. 
Figure 13. 10 Plants
Figure 13. 11 Farmland
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6. 3 Soft data analysis
For on-site investigation, two special items were looked at: visual features and feelings from observation.
Sensory experience
Point S1 (see Figure 13. 12), which is located next to the Acacia Cottage. It is the high point on the map 
and therefore has views to see the big open space down to the memorial step. This is an interesting 
point because it is next to the Huia Lodge, the information centre in Cornwall Park. The location of this 
point could function as a command centre during a disaster situation as the unobstructed view allows 
for controlling or monitoring.
Two other views to point out are S2 and S3. They have quite big viewsheds of the site. As shown in 
Figure 13. 13 Sensory 2
Figure 13. 12 Sensory 1
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Figure 13. 13, from point S2, there is a big open and flat space in front of the view. Looking to the South-
Western direction, the line-of-sight reaches the summit of One Tree Hill. Turning towards the main road 
Pohutukawa Drive, the eyesight is good and open and able to see the hard facilities such as toilets, café, 
and a pavilion.
Point S3 (see Figure 13. 14) has a perfect 360° view of the surroundings. From this point, the Auckland 
District Health Board is clearly visible to the West. Greenlane is able to be seen in the North though the 
trees.
Feeling from observation
Numerous people exercise in Cornwall Park, just as it is said in the park’s promotional literature: 
“walking, jogging, park run, cycling, tennis, cricket, rugby, archery, bowls” (Cornwall Park, 2006). For 
my experience, I tried to test the amenities myself by jogging. After my exercise, one thing that I found 
inconvenient was I had to drive home soaked in swear since I could not freshen up after my jog. Because 
there are a lot of people doing various exercise in the park, a suggestion from the observation analysis 
is to design a functional building designed somewhere in the park to provide shower and locker rooms 
to these park wusers, and that these services could be provided to the people in an emergency situation 
like the case of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park. 
6. 4 Summary
To achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the site, this chapter mainly contributes to the three 
different methods of site analysis step-by-step. Several opportunities were found from this analysis. 
Firstly, the historical building areas are proposed for future development. Secondly, the location of 
Cornwall Park is in the middle of urban Auckland and in proximity to the highway, train stations, big 
retailers, a hospital; all of which are desirable features for an evacuation location. Evacuees who could 
be the nearby residents, and people who work and study nearby, can easily access the site in an 
emergency. Thirdly, existing barbeques and paved roads could be use as kitchen in a disaster. Fourthly, 
Figure 13. 14 Sensory 3
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parking spaces inside the park are valuable resources not only for heavy vehicles to manoeuvre, but 
also serve as shelter areas or helicopter landing zones. One of the constraints found from this analysis 
is the unbalanced distribution of the site access, with less connection in the western area of the park. 
Based on the onsite feeling from the site visit, assumption suggestion is to design a functional building 
somewhere in the park to serve the park users, and that these services could also be provided in an 
emergency situation such as Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park. 
This chapter sums up the previous three chapters and put them into a test design. The design 
principle is always to pursue the Cornwall Park agenda which is trying utmost to respect the 
natural environment. It also absorbs the key principles researched from the disaster prevention 
system in China. The most suitable area is identified on the site according to the suggestions 
from interview, and the programmes were laid out on the identified suitable area based on the 
case study. Development of access, roads, and buildings are given are mostly depended on 
the findings from site analyse. Sphere is also used to evaluate the capacity of the test design.
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Chapter 7.0 Design development
7. 1 Concepts and Design Principle
The general idea of this research is to keep the original functionalities of the Cornwall Park 
which brings benefits to the public (Cornwall Park, 2006). For achieving the maximum 
benefits to the people and maximum utilisation of the park, the design concept is to 
strengthen the existing infrastructure in order to make the site not only functional for 
general life, but also serves as an evacuation point in an emergency. In this research, 
the focus is on the emergency situation of a volcanic eruption as well as the possible 
secondary hazards of both earthquakes and tsunami. This research involves the design 
of a management programme to be applied in an emergency programme. Using the 
park for evacuation is expected to provide more functionalities and services to the 
public. Also, the principles of design learned from the China disaster prevention green 
space in Chapter 5, would be as the design guide. Rinkai case is an open spaces that 
designed to serve daily and disaster use, so the design will be utmost sustain existing 
facilities and legations, and not disturb the daily use.
7. 2 Identify the most suitable area on site
About this research site, Cornwall Park covers more than 129 ha in area and is located 
in the greater central area of urban Auckland; the nearest business centre is Manukau 
City Centre. As mentioned in Rinkai disaster prevention case study, the similar that of 
both sites located near city centre. Although Rinkai case provide an example of disaster 
prevention park that over 10 ha, it is far smaller than Cornwall Park.
To explore the most suitable areas on the site, wind direction, slope and floodplain 
were used as constraints on the area within. Auckland has a subtropical climate, so the 
winds in spring are stronger than in other seasons. Annually, wind is mostly comes from 
the southwest, so the slope data was selected not towards to the southwest aspect in 
order to minimise the wind influence. A slope of less than 5 degree is preferred for the 
potential site. Although the first criterion has already calculated that the flat area will be 
Figure 14. 1 Suitable areas
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less than 10 o but the area of the site is uneven for setting tents. Avoiding the use of a floodplain, which 
can be a water risk, is another constraint of the site. Those layers are overlaid and the left areas are 
shown below  (see Figure 14. 1). The blue coloured area shows the regions prone to flooding; the dark 
green areas present the most suitable places to settle people. 
Three schemes are outlined to consider which areas are to be used and 3 possible temporary emergency 
centres are marked on the graphics (see Figure 14. 2). To achieve a well-managed onsite shelter, there 
should be at least one temporary emergency centre in the large available space. If the areas are left as 
they are currently shown, three plans for site analysis are given. Scheme one is centred in the middle 
of the site, with similar distances from the surrounding gates to the centre point. It is close to the nearby 
hospital compared to the others, but there is less control to the other side of the shelters. Scheme 
two takes up the whole eastern part and is centred at the roundabout. It offers good control of the 
surroundings and is close to the side of State Highway 1, but is a little bit far from the hospital. Scheme 
three sits in the centre of the northwest gate. The hospital is next to the centre, and the advantages are 
the that two sections are close to the main roads and near the Alexandra Park, but the two sections 
seem to lack connection. 
Finally, the identified opportunities with all the schemes were combined as shown in the Figure 14. 3. 
The temporary centre is located at the paved parking place near Pohutukawa Drive and the secondary 
centre is situated at the top of Memorial Step. The main emergency centre is in the middle of the areas 
that is considered usable, and which is also in the middle of Cornwall Park. Travel time will be similar 
from each direction of the emergency centre. The secondary emergency centre is located in the high 
point of the site, and has a good line-of-sight to assist the main emergency centre. 
7. 3 Programme layout: From case study to site
Figure 14. 2 Schemes 1 - 3
Figure 14. 3 Determined area and centre
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Based on the emergency functionalities and the interconnection analysis (see Figure 14. 4) of the 
programmes in Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park in Chapter 5, a functionality plan of sample site is drawn.
 
According to the existing park conditions, emergency programmes of emergency centre, goods supply 
(entrance space), multiple purpose plaza, and camp sites are able to laid out on the site (see Figure 14. 
5).
• The emergency centre sits in a parking space near the biggest roundabout on the site, which is also 
the centre of Cornwall Park. The location has similar distances with entrances, which means service 
arrangements and distributions could be easily performed.
• The helipad in Rinkai case study is near the entrance and a hospital, and is a short distance from 
the emergency centre; therefore, a flat open space, which is also in close proximity to an existing 
entrance and a hospital, was chosen to be heliport. It is relatively far so that the noise will not have 
much affect the campers much. 
• Goods supply area is also next to the emergency centre and a road goes through heliport to connect 
it with heliport, therefore goods for supply will not need to be transported across long distance. 
• The multi-purpose plaza is located next to the emergency centre and healthcare facilities; it is a 
place for sheltering volunteers evacuees. Volunteers can easily go to the healthcare facilities. 
• Healthcare facility is available across the road near the campsite. Services will be close to the 
evacuees while being sheltered in an enclosed open space so that the patients can have privacy to 
some extent. 
• The basic needs of water, food, power, showers, toilets and locker rooms should surround the camp 
area. Although these necessities can be provided, the design must reflect reasonable expectations. 
For example, food preparation area must be separated from toilets. 
• Toilets are needed near the emergency centre, camp site, multiple purpose plaza and healthcare 
facility. Kitchens are needed close to the camp site, emergency centre and multiple purpose plaza. 
This is the programme layout that is similar to emergency set out. The relationships of programme 
can meet the programming in disasters.
The basic needs of water, food, power, showers, toilets and locker rooms should surround the sleeping 
area. Those life needs are connected, but the design must reflect reasonable expectations. For example, 
food is separated from toilets. According to the plan of Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park, programmes 
were layout of the instructor on sample site.
Figure 14. 4 Space and connections
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7. 4 Design developments
The location of access chosen and designs
Two new access ways and buildings are expected to be proposed at the western eastern boundary. 
Actually, there is an entrance that allows vehicle to 
enter but parking is only available at the entrance. 
This entrance sits next to the hospital entrance, 
which may create confusion when driving in and 
out. This means it may not be a good choice. Access 
and circulation analysis show that constraint of 
access in major parts Cornwall Park means it lacks 
connections with the neighbourhood. It also has 
few options for external connections if a disaster 
was to happen. To strengthen these connections, 
two new roads will be proposed to connect the 
newly designed access.  
Point E1 could be a good choice on the western 
boundary. It connects the neighbourhood and 
Claude Road as well as the backyards of the 
hospital. Another access way, E2 is proposed see 
figure 15. 1 due to existing roads that have been 
built near here, which this access way can connect 
it. Cornwall Park has limited opening times in daily 
use and is only available for daytime use. For 
safety, the door is designed to be invisible and be 
Figure 14. 5  Programme layout of the instructor on sample site
Figure 15. 1 Proposed access
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controlled to open or close. 
Roads design
Having decided on the entrance point, roads from (short and long) could be designed and connected 
to the main road. But based on existing roads, I have extended the roads along the boundary of the 
cricket grounds and trees lines for the design of Road 1. As Figure 15. 5 shows, Road 1 connects to E2 
is proposed along the contour line. It will not interfere with normal use. Road 2 is also extended from 
existing roads. 
Plants, space, and building design
Figure 15. 2 Road 1
Figure 15. 3  Road 2
Figure 15.4  Roads layout
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The proposed building site that is suggested in the local board plan is a historical hospital (Cornwall 
Hospital) which has been removed. This is why a service building is designed in place of this historical 
building to provide showering facilities and other services for both emergency use and non-emergency 
use. It is located near the existing café and barbeque areas where people’s movements are stronger 
than in the parts of the site. In an emergency, it becomes a place which is near a shelter and the 
emergency centre (Figure 16. 1). As Figure 16. 2 shown, space shapes that enclosed by trees will 
Figure 15. 5 Road 1 perspective
Figure 16. 1  Proposed shower (functional building) area and impervious
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outline the building boundary. Three entrances can provide access into the buildings; in front of these, 
the open space is able to provide a small recreational space for people (see Figure 16. 3).
7. 5 Evaluation
A guideline provided in the Sphere HandBook 2011 gives the basic requirements in an emergency. The 
minimum sleeping area is 5 m2/ person, 1 toilet is allocated for 20 people, 1 rubbish bin per 40 people per 
Figure 16. 2  Proposed shower (functional building) area and plants
Figure 16. 3  Proposed shower (functional building)
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day and 1 shower for every 50 people. The areas are calculated individually by different programmes. 
As pic shows, there is an area of 22,538 m2 for helicopter. The sheltered area totals 112,640 m2. By 
dividing this by the minimum area of 5 m2/ person, it is found that a maximum of 22,528 people could 
be sheltered. 1,126 toilets and 450 showers would then be needed to satisfy the maximum refugee 
numbers. Also, 563 rubbish bins are needed. 
7. 6 Summary
According to topography data and flood plain analysis, left suitable areas is summarized from three 
schemes and the final design areas are decided and temporary centre was decided. Case study is 
applied on sites and three major design moves have been proposed: service building on site; new 
access to the site; new roads to connect access.
The site analysis is adding to the programme layout and design work. In terms of design, it fulfils the 
roles that are required during emergency use. The design is based on existing hard materials and 
infrastructure. Invisible edge by using materials when design. Design along the space shaped by plant. 
Flexible design are considered. In this one sample site, much potential value for disaster relief has been 
presented. There are hundreds of parks akin to Cornwall Park in Auckland.  
The evaluation result shows that the test site could shelter about 20,000 people, which allows the 
following inference: as the current population, there need to be enough spaces for 1. 5 million people, 
on the condition that the 101 possible sites are all used and each of them could shelter 20,000 people.
Figure 17 Evaluation

Chapter 8.0 Final Design
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8. 1 Master Plan
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8. 2 Facilities layout
The master plan shows the proposed design and emergency usage on the map. It is divided into six 
zones to zoom into the finalised design (see Figure 18). 
Figure 18  Facilities map
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A1: Helicopter-landing Zone
The helicopter-landing zone is located in the cricket ground area. It is now a sports field, but could be 
the transit point to transfer emergency goods into the site or to make deliveries to the patients during an 
emergency. The area is about 20,000 square metre, and it is situated away from the shelter area. 
A2: Access/ Entrance 1
An access way is proposed at point A2 as derived from a circulation analysis. During normal time, it 
provides a vehicle entrance for people while in a disaster situation, it could be the entrance for evacuees. 
The entrance connects to the back of the hospital as it is necessary for evacuees who have serious 
injuries to quickly get to the hospital. 
A3: Road R1
Road 1 is designed to connect the access way along the boundary of the cricket ground to the new road 
layout. It lies next to the proposed helicopter, so the roads can be used to transfer the goods from the 
heliport in a disaster situation. It is designed to afford the heavy vehicle, and provide another jogging 
path for people in normal days.
B1: Goods Supply Area
Through the proposed road, emergency goods can be transferred and be temporarily stocked in 
the planned goods supply area. This will remain a green space during non-emergency times. In an 
emergency, it has a similar short distance to provide services to the camp site, emergency centre and 
multi-purpose plaza.
B2: Emergency Centre
Originally, this is a car park area. It is close to the biggest roundabout in Cornwall Park, and is also the 
centre of the planned area. From every access way, the roads will come together at this roundabout. 
Therefore, people coming from each direction will meet there. In an emergency centre, evacuaees can 
get their information registered and then settle down in the nearby shelter area. It is also close to the 
existing toilets and barbeque areas.
C1: Camping Site 1
The area of Camp Site 1 is flat, and includes an existing building and a pavilion. It is now an open 
space but in an emergency, tents will be set out on the area. The pavilion can be used to gather people 
when having meals. Facilities surround Camp Site 1 include: potable toilets, shower, kitchen (existing 
barbeque and a café house), and health care facilities.
C2: Road R2
To connect the proposed Access Way 2, the Road R2 is to be expanded from the existing road. It is 
designed in a similar way as Road R1.
D1: Multi-Purpose Plaza
It is a big open flat area, down towards Memorial Step, where people jog and sit or play there. This part 
of the open space is used as volunteers camp site or is flexible for other uses during an emergency. 
Surroundings of Cornwall Park Restaurant, which is located between the emergency centre and 
healthcare area, can provide a cooking spot for campers. The multi-purpose plaza is also near the camp 
site. Therefore, it can be used to get information from the centre and response help to the evacuees. 
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From a space perspective, it is a semi-closed space so that volunteers can have some degree of privacy. 
D2: Sub-Emergency Center
The sub-emergency centre is next to the Acacia Cottage. It has a good view to observe surroundings to 
provide coordinate with the main emergency center. It is surrounded by facilities of toilets and Cornwall 
Park Restaurant.
E1: Health Care
The healthcare zone is an open space during the non-emergency times. Next to the main road, Twin 
Oaks Drive. The healthcare is close to but at a reasonable distance from Camp Site 2. It plays a medical 
service role for refugees in a disaster. 
E2: Service Building
The proposed area is an open space now. This was where the historical Cornwall hospital (now removed) 
was located. This is also the area for future development in Cornwall Park as proposed in the Unitary 
Plan. The surrounding facilities are a barbeque area, parking space nearby and a café. It will provide 
shower facilities for evacuees in an emergency. In non-emergency times, a lot of people jog in the park 
so it could also be a service place in non-emergency time. 
E3: Barbeque 
Barbeque area is an existing facility on site. People use the barbeque facilities there and have a picnic in 
the open space during non-emergency times. It is located on the other site from the two camping areas, 
so it will not cause a fire risk to the campers. In an emergency event, the existing barbeque facilities will 
be the temporary kitchens. 
F1: Camping Site 2
Similar to Camping Site 1, it remains an open space in daily life. It will become functional when Camping 
Site 1 is full during an emergency. 
F2: Temporary Toilet
The locations for putting portable toilets are open spaces in non-emergency time. It aims to provide 
services near camp sites during an emergency. Therefore, this area can provide a service for two camp 
sites in an emergency.
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8. 3 Sections (Service building and Multiple purpose plaza)
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8. 4 Perspectives (Heliport and proposed road)
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Chapter 9. 0 Conclusion
Research Question
How can open spaces be designed so they can act as evacuation places in 
case of a volcanic eruption in Auckland?
9. 1 Summary
This research was set out to explore how an open space can perform a disaster relief 
role to make a city more resilient. Volcanic views are feature landscapes in Auckland, 
but volcanic hazards are dangerous. To address the concern of volcanic impact and 
its emergency response, I have researched and contributed address these issue by 
finding out the possible solutions to reduce loss of lives from a volcanic eruption in AVF. 
Open space as a part of a disaster relief system has been applied to other countries, 
so I proposed that building an evacuation network system by developing existing open 
spaces could make Auckland city more resilient. To understand the disaster relief 
systems and applications onto open spaces, this research incorporated the information 
from the nature of disaster itself, local contexts, case studies, open space systems from 
other countries, legal aspect of Auckland evacuation plan and experimental tests from 
many perspectives.
First, volcanic behaviours, response planning and monitoring methods were researched 
from the Auckland War Museum, Civil Defence and GNS website respectively. The 
research found that AVF, which is made up of around fifty volcanic cones, is located 
in Auckland centre and 90% of the population is living in the Auckland urban area as 
reported by census research in 2013. A New Zealand volcanologist, Scott, posed that 
a new volcano could erupt anywhere and anytime in AVF. This will bring risks to the 
growing population in Auckland. Providing an appropriate place to shelter people in 
the case of an unknown volcanic eruption has been considered by Civil Defence. In 
response to a volcanic eruption occurring at an unknown time, a single shelter site is 
not enough. If the amount of possible open spaces can be connected by traffic lines 
and can comprise an evacuation network system, each point could provide shelter for 
evacuees and the network might become part of an evacuation route. 
Second, how do open spaces cope with natural disasters? From the literature review, 
open spaces were found to be widely used as disaster prevention parks in other countries, 
especially in Japan and in China; they play an important role in helping to provide relief 
in disaster situations while they are also recreation parks during normal times. Although 
most case studies were found to be designed to respond to earthquakes and flooding 
rather than volcanic eruption, an attempt was carried out to bridge the gap between the 
idea of using open spaces as a relief site in response to a volcanic eruption. The criteria 
for identifying suitable sites were made based on historical experience and related 
secondary hazards.
Third, to examine the concept of an evacuation network system, two sets of methods 
were employed.
• Method: identifying appropriate sites 
Criteria were developed using possible elements to make the place safe, and GIS 
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mapping system was used to identify them. To minimise the damage of a volcanic 
eruption in AVF, areas possibly exposed to secondary hazards were considered as an 
exclusion zone when setting the criteria, to avoid possible unwanted consequences 
after a volcanic eruption especially relevant to a coastal city. Other criteria were derived 
from the historical experience of volcanic eruptions, tsunamis and earthquakes. 
Test A has examined the effects on the population if an eruption were to occur from one 
of historical vents. The population data was from 2010, and the vent on One Tree Hill 
could have the most influence on the population. Therefore, if it happens in the AVF, 
a large number of people would be affected in present days because of the growing 
population.
However, the characters in the AVF show that those points i.e., cones only erupted 
once (with the exception of Rangitoto). Interestingly, many volcanic cones in the AVF 
are today’s parks. As a future eruption is unknown, there is a need to have possible 
evacuation sites in multiple places in advance of an emergency. I let historical cones 
join the possible sites because many of them are flat. This became part of the developed 
criteria in Test B. Test B found that 101 possible sites were identified with the potential 
to become disaster prevention parks; 8 of them were volcanic cones. These sites were 
checked and several of them were bush land that might not be suitable for large vehicles 
to go through. However, most of the sites identified satisfied the set of criteria. In this 
research, the chosen sites were areas over 10 ha, although smaller open spaces which 
have not been analysed could also be used as small-scale evacuation sites. Therefore, 
Auckland’s open spaces still have great potential for the creation of an evacuation 
network system.
• Method: design precedent
Case studies provide sufficient support for planning an evacuation system and specific 
emergency programme onsite. 
One of five sample sites that meet all the criteria within a 3 km radius was picked to be 
a design test. The chosen site was Cornwall Park. It was identified based on context 
from the whole situation, the environmental features, and background and landscape 
relevance. Context analysis of neighbourhood, circulation, travel time and sensory 
responses helped identify the opportunities and constraints on the site, which drove the 
design moves. Combining the analysis with case studies, the programme was finally 
laid out on-site as an emergency situation. In non-emergency use, it is expected that 
the design should respect the original natural environment. Two roads were proposed to 
be added to the layout, as well as a shower facilities(building) and a goods supply area.
Fourth, a new plan specifically responding to the AVF from Auckland Civil Defence 
(Auckland Council) was published when the research was around halfway to complete. 
A conversation with the department manager of Civil Defence generated including to 
consider the sites from New Zealand context. Though storing power and food are not 
suitable for the local conditions, they think storage of food and water was a good idea. 
Regardless, the evacuation network of open spaces was agreed to be a good idea for 
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evacuating away from a tsunami disaster. 
Fifth, Cornwall Park was developed as a sample design of an evacuation site being 
analysed, designed and used in both non-emergency times and during a disaster. This 
design could also be applied to the other identified potential sites. All the potential sites 
made up the evacuation network system. Cornwall Park is one point of the network; 
design of other sites might be somewhat different depending on the landscape type. 
However, the standard of programmes in the local context are the same. The method of 
identifying sites could also be used in other areas. The valuable feature of the evacuation 
network system is the sites are flexible when dealing with a volcanic eruption at an 
unknown location. Even if one option, this will not affect all the sites in the evacuation 
network system.
In terms of responding to the particular disaster of a volcanic eruption, planning and 
preparing the possible sites before the volcanic eruption, and then using it in the 
aftermath for temporary shelter, is a most efficient way. As evacuation alert message is 
released by Civil Defence, once the alert level forces is significantly high that it forces 
Civil Defence to inform the people to evacuate, the prepared sites become essential to 
help the management centre to make quick decisions, which could then reduce the loss 
of lives from the disaster.
*Evaluation
Sphere HandBook 2011 gives the minimum resource allocation demands of sleeping, 
toilets, showering and rubbish bins. Those items were used to evaluate how effectively 
used the sample test site is. It was found that 22,528 people could be sheltered in the 
designed camping site in Cornwall Park. More facilities such as toilets and bins would 
be needed, but they can be moved into the site in an emergency when needed. 
9. 2 Conclusion
Open spaces in Auckland are found to be valuable to disaster relief. It is encouraging that 
there are 101 open spaces of over 10ha each, that could be potential evacuation sites 
to shelter evacuees and allow them to recover after a volcanic eruption and exposure 
to the secondary hazards of tsunami and earthquake. Cornwall Park is a sample site 
to show how the small design of emergency functionalities could bring significant value 
to the people who need to evacuate in the aftermath of a disaster, while it is remains a 
park or recreation space during non-emergency times.  
This research suggested that sustaining the green space of the existing open spaces 
creates potential value for their use in disaster relief. Approximately 20,000 people 
could be sheltered in Cornwall Park, and this infers that there are enough spaces for 
1.5 million people, on the condition that the 101 possible sites are all used and each 
of them could shelter 20,000 people. However, the needs of the population cannot 
be satisfied under existing conditions and site capacity by 2040 based on Auckland’s 
projected population growth rate. 
Now 101(parks) x 20,000(people)= 2,02 million (people)
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Year 2040 1.5 million (people) x 2 = 3 million (people)
The calculations above show that the numbers do not reflect the exact number of people 
who will need to shelter, but the simulation shows we need to keep the 101 valuable 
open spaces, it is still not enough in 2040. 
Another suggestion based on findings from this research is to include open spaces when 
building the evacuation network system. Use of an evacuation network system has been 
promoted in this research by way of connecting the existing open space identified at 
the beginning of this research. This idea has been approved in other countries, though 
the systems are quite different due to differences in open space classification but they 
are basically on the idea of open spaces. However, in the New Zealand context, there 
are other kinds of evacuation sites that are not public information. In any future study, 
a good point is to consider how open spaces could be engaged form an evacuation 
network system in the New Zealand context. It should include open spaces of less 
than 10 ha that were not studied in this research, and more types of disaster should be 
considered. 
This research is relevant to Auckland, where volcanoes are the risks which will result 
in massive evacuations although there has not been an eruption for hundreds of years. 
However, the city is growing, and those open spaces are the essential resources to shelter 
large numbers of people during the time of an unpredicted eruption at undetermined 
location in Auckland. Managing the open spaces and setting up the evacuation network 
can make Auckland city more resilient. More choices of open spaces for the evacuation 
sites will increase population survival rate. In a volcanic eruption event, a disaster alert 
message will be released by Auckland Civil Defence to warn people to shelter at home 
or evacuate. Due to the amount of magma being small in the AVF and volcanic eruptions 
likely non repetitive an active vent, there exists a chance for people to evacuate. Open 
spaces would have a great potential to be part of the evacuation route when traffic is 
down. Then, the government could inform the people of safe sites, and those distant 
open spaces are possible to provide camp site to assist recovery. 
This research is trying utmost to respect the natural environment and the goals of 
Cornwall Park Trust Board. I am aware that Cornwall Park Trust Board governs Cornwall 
Park. There are might other spaces identified as valuable for evacuation but owned 
by private individuals or a board. This design on Cornwall Park is an example that 
shows how only a little design for emergency preparation brings valuable resources in a 
disaster. It will be built without damaging the environment, but programme will be point 
out such as barbeque area, those small designs are the corn programme and expected 
expanded in emergency. Though more infrastructures will have to be set up, in non-
emergency times these will not be noticed.
The methodology used includes two parts: site selection and sample site design. Criteria 
were selected as a useful resource that relates to site needs. Then, these were used to 
classify open spaces by their size or degree of importance. Then, selected sites meeting 
these requirements were applied to the design phase. This site selection method can 
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provide ideas for other researchers. The design idea needs to consider the conditions 
on site, and then interpret the idea with respect to the features onsite. Constraints and 
opportunities will guide the design. Emergency functionalities from the case study and 
outcome from the site analysis are key for designing a disaster relief open space. The 
design method could also apply to other possible sites that meet the criteria to become 
a disaster relief park. 
All the findings in response to the research question can be reduced to several concise 
points.
• The location remains a park or an open space, but simple design moves can 
provide shelter areas for residents along with emergency services.
• Cornwall Park is one sample design site among the possible sites narrowed down 
by the criteria. Other possible sites could also be refugee camps.
• All the possible sites could make up an evacuation network system. Each point 
represents one possible site and can provide services to the refugees. These could also 
possibly be part of the evacuation routes.
• The proposed evacuation sites would be also be able to respond to earthquakes 
and tsunami in addition to a volcanic eruption.
• Each point can easily become an option, not only because they were chosen from 
thousands of open spaces according to the criteria, but also because they are familiar 
to local residents.
• Findings relating to the areas and subpopulations of Auckland that would be 
affected by the location of historical cones might be useful in other research. 
• Programmes on site could be seen as corn facilities and able to be extend its 
function to provide service in an emergency event. 
 
9. 3 Reflection
One personal reason that I started with this research is as an international student 
without any experience of living with volcanoes. Apart from gaining knowledge on open 
spaces and volcanoes in Auckland and my search findings, I learned how to deal with 
questions I have never thought about before. Understanding the research question, 
collecting and organising the information, testing and evaluating and interpreting are 
essential when tackling with a difficult question. In this research, evacuation away from 
volcanic eruption and evacuation systems are highly complex. The research needed 
to reference to the local context, warnings from authorities, and the willingness of 
people to comply with authorities. Through the research, I developed my own way of 
observing questions and coming up with my own thoughts. To avoid following idea of 
previous research, I took on the case study towards the back of my design process. I 
usually made suggestions based on my understanding of the objectives, then produced 
some draft designs or arrangement on site, and finally compared it with successful 
case studies to compare whether my idea was good or decide what I could learn from 
findings to improve from the work of others. Asking “what if” and “why” was a good way 
to guide my research.
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NAME Hazards Impacts Suggestions
Volcanic eruption Pyroclastic falls (ash 
fall)
Pyroclastic flows
Lava flows
Lahars (volcanic 
mudflows) & flooding
Debris avalanches 
(volcanic landslides)
Volcanic gases
“Volcano eruption can 
also cause other natural 
hazards, including 
earthquakes, wildfires, 
and (given certain 
conditions) tsunamis.”
Health risks: Eye & lung 
irritation
Economic loss: Costs 
for clean-up, damage to 
horticultural and agricultural 
industries
Power outage: Electricity 
supply disrupted by wet ash
Disruption to transport 
infrastructure: Closure of 
roads & airport facilities
Disruption of fresh and 
waste water system
Disrupted communication 
system
Determine risk
Get household ready
Keep goggles & dust 
masks handy
Evacuate/take shelter 
(stay inside)
Protect lungs and eyes
Prepare emergency 
survival items & a 
getaway kit 
Listen to authorities
Earthquake Strong ground shaking
Fault rupture
Landslides
Liquefaction
Tsunami
Fire
Landslides
Physical harm & multiple 
casualties
Financial loss & 
function loss: buildings, 
infrastructure, insurance 
payments, clean up, tourism 
loss
Pollution of waterways
Transport
Pick safe places in each 
room
Practice drop, cover & 
hold
Make sure buildings are 
secure
Find a clear spot & drop 
to ground if outside
Move, cover & hold if 
indoors
Expect aftershocks
Check yourself & then 
others
Look for fires
Tsunami Flood coastlines
Property damage
Injuries
Loss of life
Coastal erosion
Injury/drowning of people
Inundation of coastal 
infrastructure
Damage to moorings & 
coastal structures
Short & long term economic 
loss
Pollution of lands
Disruption of water networks
Determine risks
Prepare members of 
household
Learn and practice 
evacuation routes
Stay informed and 
follow instructions
Climb to higher ground
Take care of yourself & 
help others
Watch for hazards
Table: Volcanic and related events, hazards, impacts and suggestions The details that made up this table come from 
Auckland Civil Defence and Emergency Management and Part B of Consistent messages for CDEM. 
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FID Name Year notes Possible 
affected 
population
0 Auckland Domain >60ka 449024
1 Albert Park ? 435653
2 St Heliers >45ka 221742
3 Onepoto 303224
4 Tank Farm equal in age or older than onepoto 284657
5 Lake Pupuke 140000-15 241418
6 Mt Cambria ? 305417
7 Mt Victoria ? 317510
8 North Head ? 280871
9 Mt Albert >30ka 450023
10 Mt Roskill older than three kings 428471
11 Panmure Basin 31.5-32.5ka 439260
12 McLennan Hills 42.5-55ka 465999
13 Mt Richmond 32-34ka 456234
14 Robertson Hill ? 388071
15 Pukekiwiriki older than Styaks Swamp,older than 130000 404919
16 Waitomokia older than pukeiti 196677
17 Maungataketake ?? 106536
18 Pukeiti ??? 163617
19 Otuataua ??? 136998
20 Matakarua ?110ka 259902
21 Ash Hill 32ka 282594
22 Kohuora >32ka 322986
23 Crater Hill 32-34ka 283776
24 Wiri Mountain 27-33ka 280044
25 Puketutu 30-34ka 234348
26 Pigeon Mountain ? 262128
27 Taylor Hill 32-34ka 272247
28 Pukaki >65ka 260997
29 Mt Smart younger than one tree hill& Mangere,older than Mt 
wellington
451899
30 Styaks Swamp ? 322662
31 Green Hill 20ka 334233
32 Otara Hill 340179
33 Hampton Park 26.5-55ka 350217
34 Mangere Lagoon older than mangere mountain 309516
35 Mt Mangere 22-35ka 352491
36 One Tree Hill ??? In some research it is said,but 474749
37 Three Kings 28.5ka 440252
38 Hopua >29ka 422106
39 Te Pouhawaiki ? 441314
40 Mt Eden 28ka 439544
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41 Mt St John >28.5ka 460445
42 Mt Hobson ? 447713
43 Little Rangitoto might be younger than orakei 404006
44 Orakei Basin >85.5ka 402263
45 Purchas Hill 11ka 397283
46 Mt Wellington 10ka 404861
47 Motukorea (Browns 
Island)
>=7000-9000 122175
48 Rangitoto 504-552 63663
Table: A simulation of affected area based on historical cones in AVF (Findings from Test A). 
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Appendix C 101 Potential sites found in Test B
FID Name/Address Zone name Area 
(m2)
1 Kepa Bush Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 127324
2 kittiwake Drive Public Open Space - Conservation 106661
3 Kedgley Drive Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 117142
4 AF Thomas Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 473680
5 Remuera Golf Club Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 607235
6 Business Parade South Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 195847
7 Waikowhai Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 125303
8 Kingswood Road Reserve Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 103802
9 Mangere Central Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 105251
10 Birkenhead War Memorial Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 167933
11 Allington Road Public Open Space - Conservation 127544
12 Kauri Point Domain & Kauri Point 
Centennial Park
Public Open Space - Conservation 1171420
13 Flat Bush School Road x Murphys 
Road(south)
Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 154959
14 Bruce Pulman Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 420105
15 Te Rangi Hiroa/Birdwood Winery Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 110033
16 Sykes Road Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 122460
17 Onewa Domain Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 100716
18 Constellation Reserve Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 142116
19 Grey Lynn Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 102168
20 Aorere Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 116079
21 Walter Massey Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 137805
22 Bulter Stoney Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 137805
23 Fowlds Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 118509
24 Manukau Sports Bowl Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 154411
25 Blockhouse Bay Recreational 
Reserve
Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 129099
26 War Memorial Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 140602
27 Cornwall Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 197752
28 Greville Road Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 325695
29 Pupuke Golf Course Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 455164
30 Mountfort Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 480128
31 Lloyd Elsmore Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 328880
32 Wainoni Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 308936
33 Barry Curtis Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 405943
34 Margaret Griffen Park& Maunga-
kiekie Golf Club
Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 506341
35 Keith Hay Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 572251
36 North Shore Golf Course Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 756299
37 Owen’s green/Titirangi Reserve Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 135884
38 Parrs Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 166465
39 Moire Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 171749
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40 Henderson Valley Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 156610
41 Auckland Domain Sports fields Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 112991
42 Auckland Domain Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 606709
43 McLaughlins Road Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 318952
44 Parsons Road Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 179661
45 Smales Road Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 503643
46 Hayman Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 102144
47 Macleans Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 306995
48 Brenton Place Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 231754
49 Gittos Domain Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 140078
50 Edison Place Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 132007
51 Churchchill Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 397613
52 Hamlins Hill Regional Park/Mu-
tukaroa-Hamlins Hill..
Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 474886
53 Barry Curtis Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 463074
54 Botanic Gardens Regional Parks/
Auckland Regional Botanic Gar-
dens
Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 653273
55 Cornwall Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 1325808
56 Hampton Parks Public Open Space - Conservation 106345
57 Preston Road Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 142495
58 Mount Hobson Domain Public Open Space - Conservation 141140
59 Glendhu Scenic Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 110094
60 Rangatira Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 115085
61 Waiatarua Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 412853
62 Mount Richmond Domain Public Open Space - Conservation 133008
63 Burnside Escarpment/Bushland 
Park Reserve
Public Open Space - Conservation 146810
64 Monte Cecilia Park Public Open Space - Conservation 145347
65 Alice Eaves Scenic Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 135191
66 Fernhill Escarpment/Albany Sce-
nic Reserve
Public Open Space - Conservation 137400
67 Mangemangeroa Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 188672
68 Mt Wellington Domain Public Open Space - Conservation 278233
69 Kauri Park/ Kauri Park&Muriel 
Fisher Reserve
Public Open Space - Conservation 201749
70 Centennial Park Public Open Space - Conservation 255833
71 Bishop Dunn Place Public Open Space - Conservation 198976
72 Kauri Glen Park Public Open Space - Conservation 189410
73 (Maungakiekie)One Tree Hill 
Domain
Public Open Space - Conservation 318572
74 Point View Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 150711
75 (Maungawhau)Mt Eden Domain Public Open Space - Conservation 265949
76 Eskdale Reserve/Birkenhead 
Domain
Public Open Space - Conservation 495384
77 Longbay Regional Park Public Open Space - Conservation 721123
78 Caldera Drive Public Open Space - Conservation 146725
79 Chelsea Eastate Heritage Park Public Open Space - Conservation 170694
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80 Harbourview Orangihina Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 303849
81 Chamberlain Park Golf Course Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 346143
82 West Springs Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 160952
83 Waitakere Ranges Regional 
Parkland
Public Open Space - Conservation 203563
84 Rahui Kahika Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 111806
85 Atkinson Park Public Open Space - Conservation 160677
86 West Habour Esplanade Public Open Space - Conservation 132594
87 Exhibition Drive Public Open Space - Conservation 130599
88 Flat Bush School Road x Murphys 
Road (north)
Public Open Space - Conservation 127365
89 Flat Bush School Road x Murphys 
Road (north)
Public Open Space - Conservation 111965
90 Walters Road x Mill Road (north) Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 216317
91 Kereru Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 251555
92 Rongomai Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 112125
93 Wattle Bay& Sylvania Cresent 
Esplanade Reserve& Manukau 
Domain
Public Open Space - Conservation 596233
94 Rosedale Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 373956
95 Ngahue Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 116829
96 Parenuka Lakeside Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 119165
97 Craigavon Park Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 121757
98 Flatbush School Road & Mc-
quoids Road
Public Open Space - Conservation 142955
99 Murphys Bush Reserve Public Open Space - Conservation 255633
100 Murphys Road x Flat Bush School 
Road
Public Open Space - Conservation 107940
101 Lloyd Elsmore Park Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 129643
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Appendix D Maps of affected area in Test A
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Appendix E Process of site selection
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Souce from http://www.google.co.nz/ 
url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCMQFjABahUKEwiurljy5bPIAhWCK6YKHQLYBQc&url=http%3A%2F 
%2Fwww.aupihp.govt.nz%2Fdocuments%2Fdocs%2Fpaupk25cornwallpark.
docx&usg=AFQjCNHXHGyubbpL58Q7c89OjiynNoTMfQ&sig2=ySeMPzeZbShMep2wOJFPrQ
Appendix F Cornwall Park Unitary Plan
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